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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate the automatic extraction of rhythmic and metrical information from audio signals. Primarily we address three analysis
tasks: the extraction of beat times, equivalent to the human ability of foottapping in time to music; finding bar boundaries, which can be considered
analogous to counting the beats of the bar; and thirdly the extraction of
a predominant rhythmic pattern to characterise the distribution of note
onsets within the bars.
We extract beat times from an onset detection function using a twostate beat tracking model. The first state is used to discover an initial
tempo and track tempo changes, while the second state maintains contextual continuity within consistent tempo hypotheses. The bar boundaries
are recovered by finding the spectral difference between beat synchronous
analysis frames, and the predominant rhythmic pattern by clustering bar
length onset detection function frames.
In addition to the new techniques presented for extracting rhythmic
information, we also address the problem of evaluation, that of how to
quantify the extent to which the analysis has been successful. To this
aim we propose a new formulation for beat tracking evaluation, where
accuracy is measured in terms of the entropy of a beat error histogram.
To illustrate the combination of all three layers of analysis we present
this research in the context of automatic musical accompaniment, such
that the resulting rhythmic information can be realised as an automatic
percussive accompaniment to a given input audio signal.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The times at which musical events occur is critical to our perception of
music, and central to what we intuitively understand as “rhythm”. For
example, the sensation of tapping a foot in time to music is an act of
synchronisation with periodic events in the music. Often regarded as an
innate human ability, the success of foot-tapping is reliant on our ability
to predict future events in the music, whereby we form an expectation
about an underlying periodicity in the music which, when fulfilled, allows
us to continue to tap our foot, almost oblivious to the fact that we are
even undertaking this action at all. Minsky [1987, p.29] highlights how
such tasks, to which we give very little conscious attention, are often far
more complex than they first appear. Furthermore it is only in instances
where the beats in the music become harder to predict, as the result of a
tempo or timing change, that we may come to question the difficulty of
the underlying processes involved.
The concept of foot-tapping, or its computational analogue, “beattracking” forms a major part of the work within this thesis. We demonstrate that it is a fundamental element of rhythmic analysis, which in turn
underpins many automatic musical analysis tasks.

1.1

Objectives and Motivation

We present the work in this thesis within the context of musical interaction. We explore techniques for the automatic extraction of rhythmic
and metrical information from musical audio with the eventual application
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of incorporating a computer or “synthetic performer” into a live musical
context [Vercoe, 1984].
We propose new methods for finding beat times, bar boundaries and
predominant rhythmic patterns directly from audio signals, towards the
eventual aim of an automatic percussive accompaniment system. While a
real-time implementation is not yet realised, we demonstrate how such a
system could operate by generating a predictive deterministic percussive
accompaniment. Here the accompaniment is synthesised directly from the
extracted rhythmic and metrical information, where percussive sounds are
used to represent the beat locations, the bar boundaries and a predominant
rhythmic pattern.
For each of the analysis stages contained within the thesis we present
both causal and non-causal implementations. While the causal methods
are necessary for any potential real-time application, we include non-causal
analysis for two reasons: i) to demonstrate an upper limit on how well
we could expect the causal analysis to be performed and ii) because the
techniques presented here can be of use within many other music analysis
problems, for example music transcription or music similarity, where realtime analysis may not be required.

1.2

Outline of Thesis

Towards our eventual aim of an automatic accompaniment system, we
address three aspects of computational rhythmic analysis: the automatic
extraction of beat times, bar boundaries and a predominant rhythmic
pattern. The work is split into the following chapters.
Chapter 2

In Chapter 2 we provide an overview of the theoretical background towards
rhythmic analysis and define the relevant terminology. Towards the idea of
a rhythmic representation of an audio signal, i.e. one that is more suitable
for our subsequent analyses than an audio stream, we review recent work
on onset detection. More specifically we focus on the generation of onset
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detection functions which are highly sub-sampled representations of audio
signals that exhibit peaks at likely note onset locations. The generic means
for generating an onset detection function is to compare a feature extracted
from a short term window in the audio signal, to that of some number of
previous frames, where the dissimilarity across these windows is indicative
of the start of a musical event. Although a wide range of onset detection
functions exist, we restrict our analysis to five such functions, from which
we select one as the front-end to our beat tracking system.
Chapter 3

Having derived the input representation for our rhythmic analysis, in
Chapter 3 we describe our method for finding beat locations. Our beat
tracker operates by first finding periodicities (from the autocorrelation
function of an onset detection function frame) and then, given an appropriate estimate of the periodicity in the signal, we align an impulse train
representative of the beat periodicity to the detection function to recover
the phase of the beats. The most distinctive feature of our beat tracker is
the use of a Two State Model. The motivation behind our beat tracker follows the intuitive idea that when tapping in time to music (the task which
beat tracking aims to replicate) our attention can be focussed in one of
two ways: first we must attempt to ascertain the tempo and align our taps
to musical events. However, in regions where the tempo is perceived to
be approximately constant, our focus shifts to maintaining continuity by
tapping beats when we expect them to occur [Minsky, 1981].
To replicate this loose interpretation of a perceptual beat tracking
model, our system uses two states of beat tracking. The first, referred
to as the General State, continually performs tempo induction. Without
any reference to previous tempo estimates it searches the signal for the
most salient tempo hypothesis at the current time. The observation of a
consistent tempo hypothesis from the General State causes the activation
of a Context-dependent State, which is blind to all but small changes in
tempo. While the Context-dependent State is in operation it takes charge
of assigning the beats. However, the General State continues to run in
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a supervisory role, not in predicting beats, but in ascertaining whether
the Context-dependent State is still appropriate to the current properties of the signal. The observation of a consistent, new tempo hypothesis
from the General State causes the current Context-dependent State to be
abandoned in favour of one which reflects the new context.
We demonstrate both non-causal and causal (predictive) operation of
our beat tracker, highlighting those circumstances under which the analysis differs. Most significantly this is in the extraction of the phase or
alignment of the beat locations, where for the non-causal method, beats
are aligned to an observed detection function frame, but for the causal
operation, where no access to future parts of the signal is permitted, we
predict the locations of future beats in the signal. The motivation for
the causal implementation of the algorithm is to simulate the potential
real-time operation of our proposed accompaniment system.
Chapter 4

In Chapter 4 we turn our attention to problem of beat tracking evaluation.
In order to effectively determine the performance of the beat tracking system described in Chapter 3, we must have some means to quantify its
performance. Towards this aim, we begin with a review of existing methods for beat tracking evaluation, both subjective methods, which involve
human judgement to describe beat tracking performance, and objective
approaches, where an algorithm defines beat tracking accuracy. Our investigation into the properties of existing objective approaches shows that
no method is without flaw. In particular there is a reliance on artificial
thresholds that leave these existing approaches unable to capture some
instances of perceptually meaningful beat tracking; furthermore there is
a need for multiple accuracy values to explain tapping at different metrical levels. To contend with these limitations we propose a new method
for beat tracking evaluation. Our approach relies on the generation of a
beat error histogram, which gives a distribution of the error between a
sequence of (human) annotated ground truth beat locations and the beat
times from a beat tracking system. Peaks in this beat error histogram
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are indicative of an implicit dependence between the estimated beats and
“correct”, ground truth, time instants. To quantify beat tracking accuracy, we propose the entropy of the beat error histogram as a measure of
the peakiness of the distribution. High entropy, the result of a uniform-like
beat error histogram, implies poor performance, and low entropy, arising
from a peaky distribution, represents accurate beat tracking.
Chapter 5

Having addressed the theoretical aspects of beat tracking evaluation, we
then evaluate the performance of our own beat tracking system in Chapter
5. Using a large annotated test database [Hainsworth, 2004b] we compare
the performance of our system to four existing beat tracking systems [Klapuri et al., 2006; Hainsworth, 2004b; Ellis, 2006; Dixon, 2006a]. Results
indicate that when using existing evaluation methods, our approach is
equivalent to that of the state of the art [Klapuri et al., 2006] while superior to the other methods evaluated. To allow an informal comparison
between computational beat trackers and human tapping, we include the
beats recorded by a human tapping subject (the author).
Using the beat error histograms within our entropy-based evaluation
method we demonstrate how the human subject was far more consistent
in tapping the beats at the annotated metrical level (i.e. correct tempo),
than the computational beat trackers, but that the human taps were often
poorly localised to the ground truth annotations.
Dependent on the evaluation method used, and in particular on
whether greater emphasis is placed on the correct tempo or on the localisation of beats, the human could be shown to be either more or less
accurate than the best performing computational approaches.
Chapter 6

In Chapter 6 we extend our rhythmic analysis beyond the beat level to examine the identification of bar boundaries and the extraction of a predominant rhythmic pattern. Our approach for finding bar boundaries relies on
the previous extraction of beat locations and an estimate of the number
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of beats per bar. To preserve only the perceptually important lower end
of the spectrum [Goto, 2001; Dixon, 2001a], we downsample our input
signal, band-limiting the spectral range to approximately 1 kHz. Given
this reduction, we then construct a spectral difference function, related
to the onset detection function input to the beat tracking, by measuring
the dissimilarity between beat-synchronous spectral frames. To extract
the likely bar boundaries from the spectral difference function, we search
for peaks in the signal related by the estimate of number of beats per
bar. The consistent spectral changes result from loud percussive events,
like kick drum sounds, chord changes, or a combination of both. However
we do not attempt to extract this data explicitly, instead we find that
the spectral representation alone is a sufficient indicator. Results against
a published state of the art system [Klapuri et al., 2006] reveal higher
accuracy for our approach under non-causal operation.
Towards our aim of automatic percussive accompaniment, we then examine a method for extracting predominant rhythmic patterns. We apply
an approach similar to Dixon et al [2004] for rhythmic genre classification.
We extract a set bar length patterns from the onset detection function input. We then time-scale each bar length segment to have constant length.
To extract the predominant rhythmic pattern we cluster the bar templates
using k-means and retain the temporal average of the largest cluster. By
peak picking this predominant bar pattern and time-stretching the onset
locations back to fit the extracted beat and bar indices, we can synthesise
a percussive accompaniment to follow the musical input signal. Beat locations are realised as snare drum hits, bar locations are kick drum events
and the rhythmic pattern is played on a hi-hat sound.
We conclude the chapter with an investigation of the effects of providing prior knowledge of the input within the beat tracking stage. This takes
two forms. The first is prior knowledge of the onset detection function
most suited to the properties of the audio signal. Secondly, the system is
given an estimate of the initial tempo and phase of the beats, synonymous
with the act of “counting in” as used by musicians in live performance.
Results demonstrate that the addition of prior knowledge of the input
elevates the performance of our beat tracker to well beyond the current
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state of the art.
Chapter 7

We conclude this thesis in Chapter 7 with an overview of the rhythmic
analysis undertaken. We offer a critical analysis of the strengths and
weaknesses of our method and propose areas for further work.

1.3

Publications

This thesis contains work previously published in the following journal
and conference papers:
• Journal Paper
J.1 Matthew E. P. Davies and Mark D. Plumbley, “Contextdependent beat tracking of musical audio,” IEEE Transactions
on Audio, Speech and Language Processing, vol. 15, no. 3, 2007.
[Davies and Plumbley, 2007a]
• Conference Papers
C.1 Matthew E. P. Davies and Mark. D. Plumbley, “Causal Tempo
tracking of audio,” in Proc. Intl. Conf. on Music Information Retrieval, (ISMIR 04), Barcelona, Spain, September, 2004.
[Davies and Plumbley, 2004]
C.2 Matthew E. P. Davies and Mark D. Plumbley, “Beat tracking
with a two-state model,” in Proc. Int. Conf. on Acoustics,
Speech and Signal Processing, (ICASSP 05), Philadelphia, USA,
March 2005. [Davies and Plumbley, 2005a]
C.3 Matthew E. P. Davies, Paul M. Brossier and Mark D. Plumbley,
“Beat tracking towards automatic musical accompaniment,” in
118th AES Convention, Barcelona, Spain, May 2005. [Davies
et al., 2005]
C.4 Matthew E. P. Davies and Mark D. Plumbley, “Comparing midlevel representations for audio-based beat tracking,” in Proc. of
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Digital Music Research Network Summer Conference (DMRN
2005), Glasgow, Scotland, July 2005. [Davies and Plumbley,
2005b]
C.5 Matthew E. P. Davies and Mark D. Plumbley, “Entropy based
beat tracking evaluation,” in Proc. of Digital Music Research
Network Doctoral Research Conference (DMRN 2006), London,
UK, July 2006. [Davies and Plumbley, 2006a]
C.6 Matthew E. P. Davies and Mark D. Plumbley, “A spectral
difference approach to downbeat extraction in musical audio,”
in Proc. of 14th European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO), Florence, Italy, September 2006. [Davies and Plumbley, 2006b]
C.7 Matthew E. P. Davies and Mark D. Plumbley, “On the use of
entropy for beat tracking evaluation,” in Proc. Int. Conf. on
Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, (ICASSP 07), Hawaii,
USA, April 2007. [Davies and Plumbley, 2007b]
The description of the beat tracking system in Chapter 3, and some
of the results presented in Chapter 5 were discussed in papers C.1–3 and
J.1. The entropy-based method for beat tracking evaluation in Chapter
4 was presented in papers C.5 and C.7. The downbeat extraction system
in Chapter 6 is extended from work presented in C.6. The discussion of
multiple onset detection function inputs for the beat tracking system, as
described in Chapter 6, was inspired by results generated in paper C.4.

1.4

Thesis Contributions

The principal contributions contained within this these are
• Ch 3: A beat tracking system which uses a two-state model, where
one state performs tempo induction and tracks tempo changes, while
the other state maintains contextual continuity within a constant
tempo hypothesis.
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• Ch 4: An entropy-based method for objective beat tracking evaluation which measures beat tracking accuracy in terms of the entropy
of a beat error histogram.
• Ch 6: An approach to extracting bar boundaries from musical audio
using a perceptually motivated spectral difference function which is
sensitive both to chord changes and percussive events
• Ch 6: A method for automatic percussive accompaniment realised
as the synthesis of three layers of rhythmic analysis: beat times, bar
boundaries and a predominant rhythmic pattern.

Chapter 2
Background
“The act of tapping one’s foot in time to music is a common and innate
human response.” Words to this effect appear in many research papers
on beat tracking (e.g. [Dixon, 2001a; Sethares et al., 2005; Klapuri et al.,
2006]) the computational analogue of the foot-tapping task. The role of
this sentence is two-fold. First, to familiarise the reader with the task
at hand, and second, to allude to how simple this task of tapping is to
humans. The almost inevitable follow up to this introductory point is to
contend that getting a computer to tap its foot in a manner similar to a
human is far from an easy undertaking.
While beat tracking forms a large part of the work within this thesis,
the purpose of this section is not primarily to explore how it is that humans are able to synchronise their feet with musical events, or indeed to
contend exactly how difficult this task really is [Collins, 2006b]. Our aim
is relate the upcoming rhythmic analysis with the appropriate theoretical
background.

2.1

Rhythm and Metre

Our first step should be to define rhythm and metre. In the context of
performing musicians, London [2006] makes the following distinction:
[...] meter is how you count time, and rhythm is what you count
– or what you play while you are counting.
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However the precise definitions of these terms are rather elusive. Gouyon
[2005, Ch.2] provides a summary of the multiple interpretations and definitions.
Within our work we use the term “rhythm” in two ways. With regard to computational methods dealing with musical time we refer to the
process of rhythmic analysis. In the context of a bar length pattern of
musical events, we describe a rhythmic pattern. In most instances the
distinction is quite clear, however one notable exception is in the title
of this thesis Towards Automatic Rhythmic Accompaniment where both
meanings are implied. The musical events which comprise the automatic
accompaniment: the beats, downbeats and predominant rhythmic pattern combine to form a global rhythmic pattern accompaniment template.
Yet at the same time, the accompaniment is entirely determined by the
process of rhythmic analysis. The duality can be summarised as: i) automatic accompaniment driven by rhythmic analysis; and ii) automatic
accompaniment manifested by rhythmic patterns.
Turning to metre, London [2006] provides the following definition:
Meter is the presence of a regular pattern of beats.
He immediately concedes that this definition provides no information towards the meaning of “beat” or “regular” with regard to a pattern of
beats. London [2006] raises the further issue that beats give rise to the
perception of metre, yet metre also leads to the perception of beats. This
circular definition does not lead to a clear understanding of metre. To
that end, we now describe the formulation of metre as it applies to the
analysis within this thesis.
2.1.1

Foot-tapping

With reference to process of foot-tapping in time to music, Rosenthal
[1992] gives the following example of a woman listening to a piece of music
and tapping her fingers in time
The times at which she’s tapping don’t correspond to the
biggest peaks in the sound energy; in fact they don’t correspond to anything obvious in the audio data. But on the other
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hand, if we listened to the music ourselves, we would agree that
she is tapping in the “right” place; in fact, so would the musicians that produced the music in the first place. It’s as though
their musical thought was transmitted from their brains to hers
in a kind of code that everyone can understand, but no one can
give rules for.
The main point of Rosenthal’s example is to indicate that beats are
something that we perceive when listening to music, but that are not
necessarily tied to any particular events. To aid our explanation, we make
use of the graphical example in Figure 2.1. In the first plot, Figure 2.1(a),
we have a short audio excerpt of a percussive performance of a Samba
rhythm. Here, Rosenthal’s “peaks in the sound energy” correspond to the
sharp energy changes at the onset of each new drum hit. The sequence
of note onsets is shown in Figure 2.1(b). The corresponding sequence of
beat times is shown in Figure 2.1(d). From Figure 2.1(d) we can see that
the beats represent an equally spaced sequence of events, some of which
coincide with onsets, while others do not, of which the beat just before
3 seconds in Figure 2.1(d) is a clear example. In general, beats do not
have to coincide with onsets, just as onsets do not have to occur at beat
locations.
If we consider the role of the metronome when learning to play a musical instrument, the clicks it produces mark the musical time to which
the student should synchronise their performance. The process of tapping in time to music can be considered the reverse of playing along to
a metronome, or to use Sapp’s term “reverse-conducting” [Sapp, 2007].
We align our foot taps to the music, rather than the other way around.
The computational equivalent to the foot-tapping task is known as beat
tracking [Scheirer, 1998; Dixon, 2001a; Klapuri et al., 2006]. We include
a review of existing methods in Section 3.2.
The rate of metronome clicks is defined on a scale of tempo measured
as the number of beats per minute (bpm). London [2006] provides a range
of tempi over which humans are able to maintain consistent tapping. The
upper speed limit is set at 600bpm (taps every 100ms) with the lower limit
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Figure 2.1: Metrical Structure for a Samba rhythm. (a) Audio signal. (b) Note
onset locations. (c) Lowest metrical level: the Tatum. (d) Beat locations. (e)
Bar boundaries.

at 30bpm (taps every 2s). When tapping along to a given musical excerpt
there may be more than one acceptable tempo [Moelants and McKinney,
2004]. Different tappers may tap at rates related by a simple integer
ratios. The so-called preferred rate is known as the tactus [Lerdahl and
Jackendoff, 1983, p.21] and corresponds to taps in the approximate range
of 85 - 120bpm [London, 2006].
Up to this point we have considered the beats to be an equally spaced
sequence of events.

While this is certainly true for the output of a
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metronome, such mechanical timing is not desirable in musical performance. Musicians intentionally vary the speed at which they play for
emotional effect. This timing variation is commonly referred to as expressive timing and complicates the process of extracting beat times automatically [Dixon, 2001a].
2.1.2

Metrical Structure

London’s description of metre as a regular pattern of beats [London, 2006]
leads to the concept of a metrical hierarchy, implying there is a way to
group the beats together. Lerdahl and Jackendoff [1983, p.19] introduce
the concept of an alternating sequence of strong and weak beats. The set
of strong beats form the metrical level above the beat level. Referring
again to the beat locations in Figure 2.1(d), we find the grouping of beats
into bars (also known as measures) in Figure 2.1(e). The first beat of each
bar is known as the downbeat [Jehan, 2005]. Methods for the automatic
extraction of downbeats from audio are given in Section 6.1.2. The metrical levels can be extended above the bar level to form hyper-measures
[Allan, 2004] which can correspond to structural segments in music such
as verse or chorus.
Metrical levels below the beat level may also exist. As with the beat
level these will be characterised by an alternating pattern of strong and
weak events, where the strong events correspond with the beats. The
lowest metrical level is known as the tatum [Bilmes, 1993] where events
at this level form the metrical grid with which most onsets will coincide.
In our graphical example the sequence of tatum level events is shown in
Figure 2.1(c).
In this section we have attempted to provide a brief overview of the
relevant rhythmic terminology used within this thesis. More extensive definitions which also focus on the psychological aspects of rhythm perception
can be found in [Gouyon, 2005; Collins, 2006b].
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Relevance to Automatic Accompaniment Systems

The focus of our approach to automatic musical accompaniment is on the
application of rhythmic and metrical analysis to derive a percussive accompaniment. Our intended accompaniment system, described in Chapter
6, is realised as the synthesis of a sequence of beat times (in Chapter 3),
bar boundaries (in Chapter 6) and a predominant rhythmic pattern (in
Chapter 6). To enable a comparison between existing automatic accompaniment systems and our approach we make five distinctions in system
formulation, these are:
• Input: Whether the input to be processed is an audio or MIDI
signal.
• Score: Whether the human performance and accompaniment relate
to a known score or are improvised.
• Rehearsal: Whether rehearsal or off-line training is permitted.
• Timing: Whether timing variations are considered or quantised time
is used.
• Reactivity: Whether the accompaniment is reactive or interactive.
For definitions of these terms, see below.
The properties of several existing accompaniment systems and our own
proposed approach in relation to these five distinctions are given in Table
2.1. We do not attempt to provide an exhaustive list of existing work.
Our aim is to illustrate the different ways in which the research problem
has been addressed. More comprehensive reviews of automatic accompaniment systems can be found in [Collins, 2006b; Robertson and Plumbley,
2006].
Input

The earliest automatic accompaniment systems, those of Vercoe [1984]
and Dannenberg [1984], processed audio signals. The aim of each was to
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Accompaniment

Input

Score

Rehearsal

Timing

Reactivity

Dannenberg

A

S

No

Yes

R

Vercoe

A

S

Yes

Yes

R

Bryson

M

I

No

Yes

R

Thom

M

I

Yes

No

I

Raphael

A

S

Yes

Yes

R

Collins

A

S

No

Yes

I

Robertson

A

I

No

Yes

I

Our approach

A

I

No

Yes

R
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System

Table 2.1: Comparison of the properties of existing automatic accompaniment
systems. Input: A - audio, M - MIDI. Score: S - score, I - improvised. Rehearsal:
Yes - prior knowledge/analysis of the input permitted, No - no prior knowledge.
Timing: Yes - timing variations allowed, No - use of quantised time. Reactivity:
R - reactive, I - interactive. References are provided within the text.

enable a computer program to follow the performance of a live musician
and synthesise a musical accompaniment in real-time. To achieve this
goal, both methods relied on monophonic pitch detection of the input
audio signal: for Dannenberg a trumpet, and for Vercoe a flute. Due
to limited computational resources, Vercoe simplified the task of pitch
detection by attaching optical sensors to identify the fingering positions
on the flute. This reduced the ambiguity over which note was playing down
to one of three candidates, after which three semi-tone centred band-pass
filters could be used to identify the pitch with a 35ms latency.
The use of a MIDI input signal rather than audio can simplify the
accompaniment task considerably. Describing the input in terms of a
sequence of note on and off times and note values removes the need to
perform onset detection or pitch detection. Extracting this information
directly from an audio signal in real-time remains a challenging task and
one that is unlikely to be error-free [Brossier, 2006]. A MIDI input cannot
only relieve some of the computational burden required to process an audio signal, but also increase the reliability of the information used. Later
accompaniment systems, including Bloch and Dannenberg’s updated system [Bloch and Dannenberg, 1985] and those of Bryson [1995] and Thom
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[2000] were based on a MIDI input.
The most recent systems, e.g. those of Raphael [2001; 2004], Collins
[2006b] and Robertson and Plumbley [2007] again process audio signals.
Each has a different approach for addressing the complexity of processing
audio signals. Raphael’s system “Music Plus One” [Raphael, 2001] is
designed to enable orchestral recordings to follow solo oboe performances.
The real-time detection of note onsets and pitches are extracted with the
aid of a musical score and through multiple rehearsals.
In identifying the limitations of existing approaches to onset detection
(some of which are reviewed in Section 2.3) Collins’ approach [Collins,
2006b] uses an instrument specific onset detection algorithm to provide reliable timing information for his interactive musical compositions. Robertson and Plumbley [2007] adopt similar reasoning, but instead of employing
instrument specific analysis, they extract onsets from an input audio signal containing only kick drum events. This permits the use of a simple
energy based onset detection technique to extract the timing information
used to drive their accompaniment system.
Score

The inclusion of a musical score leads to the concept of score following
[Dannenberg, 1984], where the musical part to be played by the human
musician and the computer accompaniment part are both known a priori.
Within Raphael’s [2001] system the score is used explicitly to aid the
analysis of the input audio signal.
Not all accompaniment systems require an explicit score in this sense.
For Robertson and Plumbley [2007] a form of partial score is used. Within
their system the kick drum events performed by a live drummer are analysed to create a metrical grid to which an adaptively time-stretched audio
file can be synchronised. While the choice of accompaniment audio file is
fixed, the drummer is not constrained by a score but instead is expected
to improvise.
Dixon’s “Match” algorithm [Dixon, 2005] can be used for automatic
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accompaniment in a similar way. The purpose of the algorithm is to temporally align two performances of the same piece in real-time. Therefore,
given a multi-track recording of a guitar performance and accompaniment,
and a live musician performing the same guitar part, the two guitar parts
could be matched. By transmitting only the live guitar and matched accompaniment, a real-time musical accompaniment can be created.
A further level away from the use of a score, can be demonstrated
through Bryson’s approach [Bryson, 1995]. Here the aim is to generate an
improvised sequence of chords to accompany an unknown folk melody. In
this instance no prior knowledge of “solo” or “accompaniment” is used in
the analysis.
Rehearsal

The first example of rehearsal within an accompaniment system came from
Vercoe and Puckette [1985], who incorporated it into the second incarnation of Vercoe’s original “Synthetic Performer” [Vercoe, 1984]. Its inclusion was shown to significantly improve performance. In Raphael’s system
[Raphael, 2001] rehearsal plays a crucial role, where up to 15 rehearsals
are required prior to a live performance with an audience. Raphael’s use
of rehearsal is to exploit the similarity between multiple musical performances of a given musician on a particular piece. This greatly improves
the reliability of the real-time onset detection necessary to synchronise the
accompaniment to the solo performance.
We can more generally conceive of rehearsal as some form prior knowledge of the input of the signal. This could easily take the form of a
score, as in Raphael [2001], or merely some off-line analysis of previous
performances. Thom’s accompaniment system [Thom, 2000] is one such
example, where off-line training on many jazz improvisations is used to
learn the playing style of a specific individual. The goal of the system is
to alternate four bar solos, “trading fours”, with a human musician. The
system processes a MIDI input signal.
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Timing

As we identified in the ‘Input’ section above, the use of a MIDI can simplify the accompaniment task by effectively solving the problems of onset
detection and pitch tracking. A further potential simplification from processing a MIDI signal (one that is not available within audio analysis)
is to remove timing variations. Here musical time is measured on a fixed
metrical grid, where all beats have exactly equal duration. While the ability to follow timing variations is central to some accompaniment systems,
e.g. Robertson and Plumbley [2007] or Raphael [2007], other systems prefer to factor this out of the analysis. The motivation for deciding to use
quantised time in Thom’s approach [Thom, 2000] is to explore one aspect of accompaniment; to examine the ability of her system to create a
melodically satisfying improvisation,
[...] who cares about expressive performance if the agent [accompaniment system] has nothing to express in the first place?
[Thom, 2000]
Reactivity

The final consideration concerning automatic accompaniment is the distinction over whether the system is reactive or interactive. Dobrian defines
interaction as a process which requires “mutual influence between agents”
[Dobrian, 2004], whereby the musical output of the accompaniment system must be able to change on the basis of what is played by the human,
and vice-versa.
If the analysis undertaken by the accompaniment system is causal (i.e.
predictive) this does not necessarily mean it will run in real-time. This
can occur if the algorithm is implemented using non-real-time programming language (e.g. Matlab) or if the algorithm is too computationally
expensive. Regardless of the reason, if the accompaniment system cannot
generate a musical output in real-time, where it might affect the human
performance, then it can only be considered reactive. Of the existing accompaniment systems in Table 2.1 only Bryson’s approach [Bryson, 1995]
is not implemented to run in real-time.
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Dobrian [2004] also stipulates that the accompaniment must be considered reactive if a score is used to define it. For this reason the approaches of
Dannenberg [1984], Vercoe and Puckette [1985] and Raphael [2001] are labelled as reactive in Table 2.1. What they each have in common is the use
of a score both for the “solo” and the “accompaniment”. Robertson and
Plumbley [2007] present an interesting counter-example, with whom we
agree. Despite the musical content (i.e. notes) of the accompaniment being fixed, the system is not completely reactive. It cannot instantaneously
react to tempo changes imposed by the drummer. While this might first
appear to be a limitation, it has been observed to cause a subsequent
change in the drummer’s performance. Post-performance testimony in
[Robertson and Plumbley, 2007] discusses learning the limitations of the
system, and in so doing, being able manipulate it in more sophisticated
ways.
Thom’s approach [Thom, 2000] fits more closely with Dobrian’s reasoning for interactivity, as the notes generated by the accompaniment
system are only revealed to the performer during performance. Therefore
for her system to be considered reactive, the human performer would have
to actively ignore the computer output.
Our Approach

Having reviewed the properties of several existing automatic accompaniment systems, we now turn our attention to our proposed method. We
process an audio signal (rather than MIDI) and do not incorporate any
prior knowledge of the input. Put into context, we require our system to
begin to play a percussive accompaniment without ever having heard the
input signal before, and our system must be sensitive to timing changes
in the input. The one restriction we have, at present, is that the proposed
system, described in Chapter 6 is causal, but not real-time. Despite this
minor simplification, we consider this task to be a significant challenge,
and one of equivalent complexity to the existing systems in Table 2.1.
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Towards a Rhythmic Representation
Onset Detection

Our primary goal with regard to rhythmic analysis and beat tracking is
towards an engineering solution, one that can replicate the outcome of
the human tapping response to music without an explicit requirement to
model the cognitive processes behind it.
Gouyon et al [2006b] describe the task of tapping beats in time to
music as a process derived from “seeking periodicities in the occurrences
of music events”. From a signal processing perspective we approach the
task of beat tracking through analysis of the locations of the start times,
or onsets, of musical events within the input audio signal.
Most approaches to automatic onset detection (e.g. those reviewed in
[Bello et al., 2005; Collins, 2005]) rely on the generation of a signal, commonly referred to as an onset detection function [Bello et al., 2005], or a
novelty function [Foote, 2000], from which the onset locations can subsequently be extracted. More generally, the onset detection function can be
considered a mid-level representation, a form of intermediary signal which
emphasises the desired feature to be extracted. Other example mid-level
representations are the spectrogram, from which fundamental frequencies
are determined [Bello-Correa, 2003; Klapuri, 2004] or the Chromagram
[Wakefield, 1999] which is used to extract chords [Bello and Pickens, 2005]
or musical key [Noland and Sandler, 2006].
The detection of note onsets from audio signals is dependent on the
rapid change of some feature within the input, known as a transient [Bello
et al., 2005]. Transients can be the result of a change in energy, for example
a period of silence followed by a loud percussive hit, or a change in pitch,
resulting from bowed notes on a violin. The typical form of the onset
detection function is a continuous signal (usually at a much lower sampling
rate than the original audio signal) which exhibits local maxima to indicate
likely onset locations. The note onset times can then be extracted by peakpicking the onset detection function. This process of peak-picking is not
100% accurate [Scheirer, 1998]: errors can occur both in terms of missed
detections, known as false negatives, and extra detections, called false
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positives. Within our approach we choose not to extract the onsets, but
instead use the onset detection function itself as the input to our beat
tracker and subsequent rhythmic analysis.
2.3.2

Derivation of Onset Detection Functions

A comprehensive review of methods for generating onset detection functions can be found in [Bello et al., 2005; Collins, 2005]. Towards the selection of an appropriate input to our beat tracker we focus on the derivation
of five conceptually simple onset detection functions Γx , where x is used
to identify each function, these are:
• ΓE : Energy based [Bello et al., 2005]
• ΓH : High Frequency Content [Masri and Bateman, 1996]
• ΓS : Spectral Difference [Duxbury, 2004]
• ΓP : Phase Deviation [Bello and Sandler, 2003]
• ΓC : Complex Spectral Difference [Bello et al., 2004]
The value of detection function Γx (m) at sample m is generated from
analysis of one or more short term frames of length N from an input signal
s(n) sampled at fs Hz. To create a 50% temporal overlap between frames
(as in [Bello et al., 2005; Collins, 2005]) we use a hop size, h = N/2. To
allow our beat tracker (described in Chapter 3) to operate independently
of the sampling frequency fs of the input, we maintain a fixed time resolution tDF =11.6ms [Collins, 2005] for each detection function sample m, by
setting h = fs × tDF . For an audio signal s(n) sampled at fs = 44.1kHz
this creates a frame size of N = 1024 with hop size h = 512 audio samples.
Energy based

The energy based detection function ΓE (m) measures signal energy within
each short term analysis frame:
ΓE (m) =

N
X

n=1

s(mh − n).

(2.1)
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Variations on ΓE (m) include finding the squared energy (power) of each
frame [Bello et al., 2005], taking the half-wave rectified first derivative of
the detection function to measure the change in energy [Scheirer, 1998]
and applying logarithmic compression [Klapuri, 1999].
Spectral Approaches

The remaining detection functions are based on analysis of spectral properties of the input and require the calculation of the Short Term Fourier
Transform (STFT). For their derivation, we take the windowed STFT of
the input audio signal s(n) using an N length Hanning window w(m) and
find the k th bin of the mth short term spectral frame Sk (m) as
∞
X

Sk (m) =

s(n)w(mh − n)e−j2πnk/N

(2.2)

n=−∞

which has magnitude
Rk (m) = |Sk (m)|

(2.3)

where Sk (m) ∈ C and Rk (m) ∈ R.
High Frequency Content

The high frequency content (HFC) [Masri and Bateman, 1996] detection
function ΓH (m) is an energy based approach where strongest emphasis is
given to the highest frequency bands. The magnitude spectrum Rk (m) is
multiplied by a linear weighting, corresponding to the bin number, k,
N/2

ΓH (m) =

X

kRk (m).

(2.4)

k=0

The main attribute of the HFC approach is to boost the contribution made
by wide-band, noise-like percussive events such cymbals and snare drums.
Other formulations of the HFC method may be found in [Duxbury, 2004;
Collins, 2005].
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Spectral Difference

An alternative spectral approach to measuring the frequency-weighted energy (as in the HFC method), is to generate an onset detection function
based on the measurement of spectral change. During steady-state regions of the signal, i.e. not at a note onset, the magnitude spectrum
should remain approximately constant [Duxbury, 2004]. Therefore a good
prediction of the magnitude spectrum R̂k (m) at frame m is the observed
magnitude spectrum of the previous frame, Rk (m − 1). A spectral difference detection function ΓS (m) can then be formed by measuring the
Euclidean distance between the observed and predicted magnitude spectra
ΓS (m) =

K
X

2

Rk (m) − R̂k (m) .

(2.5)

k=1

Regions where Rk (m) is dissimilar to Rk (m − 1) lead to peaks in ΓS (m).
This need not be the result of a change in signal energy, for which ΓE
and ΓH are sensitive, but a change in spectral profile. Spectral similarity for onset detection can be measured by other means than Euclidean
distance, for example using Cosine distance [Foote, 2000], or KullbackLiebler divergence [Hainsworth and Macleod, 2003]. We return to the
topic of measuring spectral change for the detection of bar boundaries in
Section 6.2.2.
Phase Deviation

In addition to the steady-state model of the magnitude spectrum used to
form the spectral difference onset detection function, a second model exists
for the properties of the phase spectrum. This leads to the generation of
the phase deviation detection function ΓP (m) [Bello and Sandler, 2003].
During steady-state regions, the phase velocity at the k th bin should be
approximately constant,
φk (m) − φk (m − 1) ≈ φk (m − 1) − φk (m − 2).

(2.6)
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By adopting a short-hand notation for the left hand side of equation 2.6
we can write
∆φk (m) = φk (m) − φk (m − 1).

(2.7)

Then by substituting equation 2.7 into equation 2.6 and rearranging terms,
we can make a prediction about the phase of the k th bin for frame m given
the observations of the previous two frames:
φ̂k (m) = princarg[φk (m − 1) + ∆φk (m − 1)]

(2.8)

where princarg maps the phase value into the range [-π, π]. The difference
between the predicted phase value φ̂k (m) and the observed phase value
φk (m) at frame m is then used to form the phase deviation onset detection
function
ΓP (m) =

K
1 X
princarg[φ̂k (m) − φk (m)].
K k=1

(2.9)

Instability in the phase spectrum can be the result of both percussive
onsets, characterised by a significant change in signal energy, and softer
tonal onsets [Duxbury, 2004] where there may be a negligible change in
energy. The principal weakness of the phase based approach is a sensitivity
to noise [Duxbury, 2004], which can mask the locations of onsets within
the detection function.
Complex Spectral Difference

The motivation for the complex spectral difference detection function
[Bello et al., 2004] is to combine the magnitude spectral difference and
phase deviation approaches into a single method which is sensitive to percussive and tonal onsets, while at the same time, insensitive to noise.
The predictions of the magnitude spectrum R̂k (m) used to generate
the spectral difference detection function ΓS (m), and the phase spectrum
φ̂k (m) used in the phase deviation detection function ΓP (m), can be represented in polar form to give a combined spectral prediction Ŝk (m) in the
complex domain
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(2.10)

By comparing this to the observed complex spectrum in polar form,
Sk (m) = Rk (m)ejφk (m) we can derive the complex spectral difference detection function ΓC (m), at frame m, as the sum of the Euclidean distance
between the predicted and observed spectra for all k bins
ΓC (m) =

K
X

|Sk (m) − Ŝk (m)|2 .

(2.11)

k=1

Dixon [2006b] also presents a combined magnitude and phase based onset
detection function, where the contribution of each bin in equation 2.9 is
weighted by the magnitude spectrum Rk (m).
Selecting a Detection Function for Rhythmic Analysis

When looking to select the most appropriate onset detection function for
the task of beat tracking, our aim should be to choose a candidate which
provides the most reliable information about the beat locations. In Figure
2.2 we show each of the onset detection functions calculated for a short
excerpt of rock music with the beat locations displayed as vertical lines.
We do not base our decision entirely on this specific example, but use it
to highlight some of the reasons for selecting between detection function
candidates.
Due to the sharp peaks at alternate beats, the energy based detection
function shown in Figure 2.2(b), might first appear to be the most suitable
choice. However, the energy based detection function simply encodes the
amplitude envelope of the audio signal in Figure 2.2(a). In this particular
example, these strong peaks are the result of loud kick drum events of
short duration. In cases where the beats aren’t obvious from inspection of
the waveform, the energy based detection function may not be as useful.
To maintain the generality of our beat tracker, we should not rely on the
presence of any particular type of sound, e.g. a kick drum event.
Inspection of the remaining detection functions reveals the presence
of other onsets to which the energy based approach was entirely blind.
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Figure 2.2: Onset detection functions for a short excerpt of rock music. Dotted
vertical lines indicate beat locations. (a) Audio signal. (b) Energy-based. (c)
High Frequency Content. (d) Spectral Difference. (e) Phase Deviation. (f)
Complex Spectral Difference.

Given that our eventual aim is not only to detect beats, but also rhythmic patterns, we could choose the phase deviation detection function in
Figure 2.2(e). Within this detection function, many peaks are of a similar height. While this may be useful for finding onsets, there is little to
suggest which periodically related peaks in the function might correspond
to beats. Furthermore, although many onsets are present in the phase deviation detection function, no information is preserved about the relative
strength of events.
The high frequency content detection function, in Figure 2.2(c), may
be considered a good compromise between the energy based and phase
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deviation approaches; however the weighting towards higher frequencies
has been shown not to generalise well over a wide variety of input signals
for onset detection [Bello et al., 2005]. However, both spectral based
approaches have been shown to be successful over different types of input
signals. For specific results see [Dixon, 2006b; Bello et al., 2004; Collins,
2005]. In this example, both the spectral difference (Figure 2.2(d)) and
complex spectral difference (Figure 2.2(f)) detection functions are very
similar in form, with strong peaks at beat locations and a prominent
rhythmic pattern. In selecting between these two spectral candidates, the
magnitude spectral difference detection function has been shown to be
less computationally complex but not as sensitive to tonal onsets as the
complex spectral difference approach [Bello et al., 2004]. With generality
in mind, we select the complex spectral difference as the input to our beat
tracker, which we describe in Chapter 3.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter we began by introducing the relevant terminology related
to rhythmic analysis, after which we discussed our proposed automatic
accompaniment system in relation to existing models. In the final part
of the chapter we addressed the signal processing background required
to facilitate our work into rhythmic analysis. We presented five example
onset detection functions, from which we selected the complex spectral
difference method as the one most appropriate to our eventual goal of
finding beat locations.

Chapter 3
Context-dependent Beat Tracking
The act of tapping one’s foot in time to music is an intuitive and often unconscious human response [Dixon, 2001a]. The computational equivalent
to this behaviour, commonly referred to as beat tracking, has the aim of
recovering a sequence of beat onset times from a musical input consistent
with human foot taps. This task is related both to note onset detection
[Bello et al., 2005], that of identifying the start points of musical events
in an audio signal, and tempo induction [Gouyon et al., 2006a], that of
finding the underlying rate of a piece of music, and forms part of research
into automatic rhythm description [Gouyon and Dixon, 2005].
In this chapter we present a new model for beat tracking using a TwoState Model. The two states operate in parallel with both extracting beat
locations from an onset detection function representation of the input audio. The two states have different roles to perform, where that of the first
state is to perform tempo induction and to identify significant changes in
tempo, while the second state is used to maintain continuity in beat estimates during regions where the tempo is identified to be approximately
constant. We describe both causal (predictive) and non-causal operation
of the algorithm, highlighting areas where the analysis differs. This predominantly relates to whether future locations of beats are predicted or
whether they aligned to observed data.
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Introduction

While the aim of the beat tracking process is well known, the need for robust beat tracking extends beyond the extraction of a sequence of beat onset times. The eventual aim of our research is towards automatic musical
accompaniment, however the task of beat tracking has wider applications.
In particular, within music information retrieval (MIR) based research, automatically extracted beats can provide a musically meaningful temporal
segmentation for further analysis, such as chord estimation for harmonic
description [Bello and Pickens, 2005], long term structural segmentation
of audio [Bartsch and Wakefield, 2005; Levy et al., 2006; Gouyon et al.,
2006a] higher level metrical analysis [Goto, 2001] and rhythmic genre classification [Dixon et al., 2004; Uhle and Dittmar, 2004].
As such we now consider an application-independent black-box beat
tracker which receives a musical input and produces a sequence of beat
times. For this black-box beat tracker we can suggest several desirable
properties: (i) both audio and symbolic musical signals can be processed;
(ii) no a-priori knowledge of the input is required (e.g. regarding genre,
timbre or polyphony); (iii) perceptually accurate beat locations can be
identified efficiently and in real-time if necessary; and (iv) changes in
tempo can be followed, such as the result of step or ramp changes and
expressive timing variation. Despite a large body of research into beat
tracking (e.g. [Goto, 2001; Allen and Dannenberg, 1990; Scheirer, 1998;
Klapuri et al., 2006]), a system that meets all of these requirements does
not currently exist.

3.2

Previous Approaches

Early approaches to beat tracking and rhythm analysis (e.g. [Allen and
Dannenberg, 1990; Rosenthal, 1992; Large, 1995]) processed symbolic data
rather than audio signals, perhaps due to limited computational resources
or a lack of sophistication in note onset detection. Recent advances in
onset detection and audio feature extraction (reviewed in [Bello et al.,
2005]) have enabled the use of audio signals for beat tracking. We now
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present a review of several well known approaches to beat tracking of audio
signals.
Dixon

Dixon’s approach, Beatroot [Dixon, 2001a], processes a sequence of note
onset times either extracted from an audio signal or from a symbolic representation, within a multi-agent system. Likely tempo hypotheses are
derived from clustering inter-onset-intervals. These are used to form multiple beat agents (with varying tempi and phase) which compete based on
how well each can predict beat locations. Dixon’s algorithm is designed
to track beats in expressively performed music.
Recently Dixon [2006a] presented a new version of his beat tracking system, where he updated the onset detection front-end. Previously [Dixon,
2001a] a time-domain energy based approach had been used which, while
shown to be suitable for percussive type onsets, was not well suited to
softer tonal onsets. To this end, Dixon now extracts onset locations from
a spectral flux onset detection function, related to the spectral difference
function in Section 2.3.
Goto

Goto’s approach [Goto, 2001] is also agent based. In addition to tracking
the beats (at the crotchet note level) analysis is extended to the half-bar
and bar levels. Onsets are extracted and combined from power envelopes
across seven parallel sub-bands. The autocorrelation of this onset sequence
is used to infer an estimate of the tempo, and beat locations are predicted
using cross-correlation. To extract the higher metrical levels, two separate
models based on musical knowledge are used. The first uses spectral templates to identify which onsets correspond to snare and kick drum events.
The locations of these percussive events are then compared to pre-defined
rhythmic pattern templates to identify the half-bar and bar levels for percussive music. A separate approach is provided for music without drums
where Goto extracts chord-like events by peak-picking beat length spectral
frames. A measure of chord change probability is used to infer the higher
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level metrical structure, based on the knowledge that chord changes occur
most commonly on bar boundaries. Goto’s system operates accurately
and in real-time, provided the input signal has a steady tempo and a 4/4
time-signature (i.e. 4 beats per bar).
Dannenberg

Dannenberg’s beat tracker [Dannenberg, 2005] also makes use of musical
knowledge, but at a much higher level than the method of Goto [2001].
The motivation behind Dannenberg’s model is to locate harmonically similar regions in the input and to use this structural information to improve
the performance of his beat tracker. Onsets are extracted from a highfrequency content onset detection function. Beat times are then recovered by cross-correlating the onset sequences with beat pattern templates.
These templates are time-stretched to cover a range of tempi and shifted
over phase hypotheses. To penalise sharp tempo changes, the tempo estimates are updated using gradient descent. The structural information
is used to guide the beat tracker between similar sections, based on the
hypothesis that beat locations in similar structural segments will be related. Results demonstrate the inclusion of structural information leads to
significantly better performance than when using a baseline beat tracker
without this higher level knowledge.
Hainsworth

Hainsworth [2004b] extracts note onsets from sub-band analysis using two
distinct models. The first, designed to extract percussive type events, is
energy based, finding onsets from short-term analysis frames across three
sub-bands (20Hz-200Hz, 200Hz-15kHz and 15kHz - 22kHz). The second
approach is designed to detect harmonic change. In an effort to smooth
out transient events it uses longer analysis frames combined with a modified Kullback-Liebler divergence [Hainsworth and Macleod, 2003] to detect
harmonic change. The extracted onsets from each sub-band are combined
into a single sequence for use as the front end to the beat tracking system.
Particle filters [Doucet et al., 2000] are used within a statistical framework
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to track the beats, which are modelled as a quasi-periodic sequence driven
by time-varying tempo and phase processes. The main limitation of this
approach is its computational complexity, running at approximately 1/5th
real-time [Hainsworth, 2004b] on a powerful personal computer.
Sethares, Morris and Sethares

Two further statistical formulations of the problem were presented by
Sethares et al [2005]. Initially, four “rhythm tracks”, equivalent to onset
detection functions, are extracted from the input audio signal. Likely beat
locations are characterised as regions in the rhythm tracks with high variance. Off-the-beat locations are modelled as having low variance. Given
an initial estimate of the tempo and phase of the beats, the evolution of
the tempo (and hence the beats) across the rhythm track inputs is estimated within a Bayesian framework either i) using an underlying random
walk model or ii) updated with a gradient descent approach. Performance
is demonstrated by convergence of the beat tracker to metrically related
tempi under different tempo initialisations. No objective evaluation measuring beat accuracy across an annotated database is presented, nor is a
comparison against existing beat tracking models included.
Scheirer

In contrast to the approaches of Dixon [2001a; 2006a], Goto [2001] and
Hainsworth [2004b], which rely on the automatic extraction of note onsets, Scheirer [1998] proposes the use of a psycho-acoustically motivated
amplitude envelope signal to emphasise (but not extract) note onset locations, as the front-end to his beat tracker. Six octave-spaced sub-band
envelope signals are passed through a parallel bank of tuned comb filter
resonators representing tempo hypotheses over the range of 60–180 bpm.
These phase-lock to the envelope signals across the sub-bands, to simultaneously infer the tempo and predict the phase of the beats within a
real-time system.
More recently the front end was simplified by Jehan [2004] where a
single input signal to the beat tracker was extracted from the first order
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derivative of the power envelope of an auditory spectrogram, adopting
a “what you see is what you hear” representation. The remainder of
Scheirer’s beat tracking system was left unaltered and applied to eventsynchronous compression of audio signals [Jehan, 2004].
Klapuri, Eronen and Astola

In addition to Jehan [2004], Klapuri et al [2006] also expand upon
Scheirer’s amplitude envelope and comb filter model. They adopt a more
robust registral accent signal across four parallel analysis bands as the input to their system and use comb filterbanks within a probabilistic framework to simultaneously track three metrical levels. These correspond to
the tatum, the lowest or fastest metrical level, the tactus, the rate at
which humans are most likely to tap, and the measure, which indicates
the grouping of beats into bars. Analysis can be performed causally and
non-causally, and is not restricted to any particular genre, tempo or timesignature. The algorithm has been tested over a large annotated database
with results demonstrating superior performance to the Scheirer [1998] and
Dixon [2001a] approaches, while Hainsworth [2004b] reports comparable
accuracy.
Ellis

Ellis’ beat tracking model [Ellis, 2006; Ellis and Polliner, 2007] forms part
of a larger system used to detect cover-versions of musical pieces. The
role of the beat tracker is to provide the low level segmentation upon
which higher level similarity-oriented harmonic analysis is based. The
beat tracker processes a similar auditory based onset detection function
as used by Jehan [2004]. The underlying tempo of the input is estimated
by extracting metrically related peaks from the autocorrelation function
of the onset detection function, and estimating their likelihood with a
log-Gaussian weighting of tempo hypotheses. The output sequence of
beat times is extracted using dynamic programming, which aligns beats
to peaks in the onset detection function while maintaining a local tempo
close to that of the global estimate.
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The State of the Art in Beat Tracking

At present only one comparative study of audio beat trackers has been
undertaken. It formed part of the music information retrieval evaluation
exchange (MIREX 2006) within the ISMIR 2006 conference [McKinney,
2006a]. The following five algorithms were submitted: i) Our approach,
detailed in this chapter; ii) Klapuri et al [2006]; iii) Ellis [2006]; iv) Dixon’s
updated beat tracker [Dixon, 2006a] and v) Brossier’s real-time implementation of our approach [Brossier, 2006]. Beat tracking performance was
evaluated over a private 160 excerpt database (provided by the contest
organiser) with beat times compared to tapping data collected from 40
human annotators. Results indicated the method of Dixon [2006a] to
be most successful, however informal analysis revealed little to choose between the four most accurate algorithms. Further details of the evaluation
metric can be found in Section 4.1.2 and the results are given in Section
5.2.1.
In recent studies of audio tempo induction algorithms [Gouyon et al.,
2006a; McKinney, 2006b], where many of the algorithms inferred the
tempo by first extracting the beats, the approach of Klapuri et al [2006]
has shown to be most accurate, suggesting that for tempo induction, this
algorithm currently represents the state of the art. Results presented by
Klapuri et al in [2006] also demonstrate their own method to be the most
successful beat tracker; however this is not supported by the most recent
MIREX results [McKinney, 2006a], where the Dixon approach was shown
to be most accurate. In Chapter 5 we perform our own comparative beat
tracking study.

3.4

Proposed Model

A key component in many audio based beat trackers is the use of a multiband decomposition prior to any rhythmic analysis. Scheirer [1998] proposed that the use of sub-bands was essential; that a single analysis band
was not sufficient to preserve the rhythmic content when using an amplitude envelope based input representation. We demonstrate that by using
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a more sophisticated input representation, derived across a wide analysis band, we can provide a single input to our beat tracker without the
need for sub-band analysis. We use the complex spectral difference onset
detection function [Bello et al., 2004], described in Section 2.3.
To extract the beats from this input representation, we could attempt
to recover the beat period and phase simultaneously, as in [Scheirer, 1998;
Klapuri et al., 2006] or separate this task into two individual processes
[Dixon, 2001a; Goto, 2001].

The latter is computationally more effi-

cient, as it decomposes a two-dimensional search into two, one-dimensional
searches. We estimate the beat period by passing the autocorrelation
function of the onset detection function through a shift invariant comb
filterbank matrix, as described in Section 3.6.1. We then use the beat period to recover the beat alignment by passing the onset detection function
through a comb filter matrix described in Section 3.6.2.
Klapuri et al [2006] show that the robustness of their metre analysis
model is due to the probabilistic modelling of the temporal evolution and
interaction between each of the three metrical levels analysed. To increase
the reliability of the beat output within our beat tracker, we adopt a
simpler, heuristic approach by embedding context-dependent information
directly into the beat period and alignment estimation processes. This is
described in Sections 3.7 and 3.8. An overview of our approach is shown
in Figure 3.1.
We recover beat locations from a continuous mid-level representation
derived from a musical audio input, described in Section 3.5. Our approach to beat tracking is comprised of two states. The first of these,
which we refer to as the General State, performs beat period and beat
alignment induction without any prior knowledge of the input (see Section
3.6). We then describe the incorporation of context-dependent information regarding the tempo, time-signature and the locations of past beats,
into the extraction of these parameters as part of the Context-dependent
State (Section 3.7). The higher level operation of the beat tracking system,
the Two-State Model, which controls the interaction between the General
and Context-dependent States is given in Section 3.8. We now discuss
these components in detail.
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Figure 3.1: (a): Flow chart of typical beat tracking process. (b)-(f): Proposed
model. (b) input audio signal, (c) onset detection function, (d) autocorrelation
function with beat period, (e) detection function with beat alignment, (f) audio
signal with extracted beats.

3.5

Onset Detection Function

A common first stage in audio beat tracking algorithms is the transformation of the input audio signal into a more meaningful, compact representation from which to infer the beats. This can take the form of a sequence of
automatically extracted note onsets [Hainsworth, 2004b], or a continuous
function that emphasises them by exhibiting local maxima at likely onset
locations [Scheirer, 1998]. These continuous signals, often referred to as
onset detection functions [Bello et al., 2005], can more generally be considered mid-level representations that act as an intermediary signal between
the input audio and the output beats. The process of extracting onsets
from an onset detection function is not 100% effective, and can introduce
undesirable errors both in terms of missed detections and false positives.
We therefore use a continuous detection function as the input to our beat
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tracker.
To allow for the widest range of input signals, we would like the onset detection function to be sensitive both to percussive events (e.g. a
drum hit) and softer tonal onsets (e.g. from a bowed violin). Referring
to a recent comparative study of onset detection algorithms [Bello et al.,
2005], we select the complex spectral difference onset detection function as
that which best matches our aims. The ability of this detection function
to emphasise note onsets relies on the extent to which the spectral properties of the signal at the onset of musical events are unpredictable. By
working in the complex domain, note onsets are emphasised either as a
result of significant change in energy in the magnitude spectrum, and/or
a deviation from the expected phase values in the phase spectrum, caused
by a change in pitch.
The detection function Γ(m), at frame m, is calculated by measuring
the sum of the Euclidean distance between the observed spectrum at frame
Sk (m) and a prediction of the spectrum Ŝk (m), for all frequency bins k
Γ(m) =

K
X

|Sk (m) − Ŝk (m)|2 .

(3.1)

k=1

A full derivation of the onset detection function is provided in Section 2.3.
To permit the the tempo and phase of the beats to vary across the
length of the input, we partition the detection function Γ(m) into overlapping analysis frames, Γi (m)

Γi (m) =




Γ(m) m = 1 + (i − 1)Bf . . . , Bf + (i − 1)Bh





 0

(3.2)

otherwise

where frames are of length Bf = 512 detection function (DF) samples
with hop size Bh = Bf /4 giving an overlap of 75%. Given the fixed
time-resolution of the onset detection function, this equates to a 6 second analysis frame with a 1.5 second step increment. To allow the beat
tracker to operate independently of the sampling frequency of the input,
the detection function is derived with a fixed time resolution. We set this
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resolution equal to that used in recent work in onset detection [Bello et al.,
2005] at tDF = 11.6ms per DF sample.

3.6

General State

Within our proposed beat tracking model we use context-dependent information regarding the tempo and past beat locations to improve the
reliability of the extracted beat locations. However, in order to incorporate this information into the beat tracking model, we must first extract
it from the input signal. For this purpose we propose a General State for
beat tracking (the Context-dependent state is described in Section 3.7).
Given an input onset detection function frame, the role of the General
State is to infer the time between successive beats, the beat period, and
the offset between the start of the frame and the locations of the beats,
the beat alignment, without any prior knowledge of the input.
3.6.1

Beat Period Induction

Other approaches to beat tracking have simultaneously extracted the beat
period and beat alignment from a mid-level representation using comb filter resonators [Scheirer, 1998; Klapuri et al., 2006]. To give a more efficient
approach we first identify the beat period and then subsequently find the
beat alignment. To facilitate this separation, we initially discard all phase
related information using an autocorrelation function of the current detection function frame.
To achieve an autocorrelation function with clear, well defined peaks,
we first process the detection function to emphasise the strongest and
discard the least significant peaks as proposed by Bello et al [2005]. We
calculate an adaptive, moving mean threshold Γ̄i (m),
Γ̄i (m) = mean{Γi (q)} m −

Q
2

≤q ≤m+

Q
2

(3.3)

where Q = 16 DF samples, the approximate width of a percussive detection function peak. We then subtract Γ̄i (m) from the original detection
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function and half wave rectify the output, setting any negative valued
elements to zero, to give a modified detection function frame Γ̃i (m)
Γ̃i (m) = HWR(Γi (m) − Γ̄i (m))

(3.4)

where HWR(x) = (x + |x|)/2. We then calculate an autocorrelation function, A(l), normalised to correct the bias occurring as a linear function of
increasing lag:
A(l) =

PBf

m=1

Γ̃i (m)Γ̃i (m−l)
|l−Bf |

l = 1, . . . , Bf .

(3.5)

For a graphical example of the effect of the adaptive threshold and
half-wave recitification, see [Davies and Plumbley, 2005b]. We can map a
lag l (in DF samples) from the autocorrelation domain into a measure of
tempo, in beats per minute, using the following relationship
60
(3.6)
l × tDF
= 11.6ms is the resolution of the detection function, specified
bpm =

where tDF

in Section 3.5 above.
Brown [1993] uses autocorrelation to infer the metre of musical scores
and symbolic performances by observing periodicity at integer multiples
of the beat level with a strong peak at the bar level. We adopt a similar
approach to finding the beat period using comb filter type structures. To
reflect periodicity at several metrical levels we derive a comb template
λτ (l) as the sum of weighted delta functions at integer multiples of an
underlying periodicity τ ,
λτ (l) =

p−1
4
X
X δ(l − τ p + v)

p=1 v=1−p

2p − 1

l = 1, . . . , Bf .

(3.7)

We set τmax (the longest observable periodicity) equal to the analysis frame
hop size Bh DF samples. This means we will derive at least one beat
from every analysis frame. Given each autocorrelation function frame is
of length Bf = 512 DF samples and τmax = Bh , this permits the use
four comb elements, p = 1, . . . , 4, within each comb template λτ (l). To
account for the poor resolution of the autocorrelation function at short
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Figure 3.2: Autocorrelation function with metrically unbiased comb template.

lags, each comb element has a width proportional to its relationship to τ
set by v = 1 − p, . . . , p − 1, and a height normalised by its width 2p − 1.
We refer to this comb template as metrically unbiased because each comb
element has equal influence over the extracted beat period. An example
comb template and autocorrelation function are given in Figure 3.2.
We combine a number of comb templates to span the range of beat
period hypotheses (1 ≤ τ ≤ Bh ) into a shift-invariant comb filterbank
FG (l, τ ). To reflect an approximate prior distribution of beat period hypotheses we use a weighting curve, wG (τ ), to indicate those beat periods
which are most likely. The autocorrelation function is linear in the lag
domain, but not in the tempo domain, see equation 3.6. Short lags are
equivalent to very fast tempi, which are highly unlikely. We therefore
require a weighting function which strongly attenuates short lags while
slowly decaying over longer lags. Other systems have used a log-Gaussian
distribution [Parncutt, 1994; Klapuri et al., 2006] or a resonance function [van Noorden and Moelants, 1999] for this purpose. However both of
these weightings require two parameters to be fully specified. Within our
system we choose a simpler alternative, the Rayleigh distribution function
which can be defined using a single parameter. We formulate the Rayleigh
weighting wG (τ ) as
wG (τ ) =

2
τ −τ
2β 2
e
β2

τ = 1, . . . , Bh ,

(3.8)

where the β parameter sets the strongest point of the weighting. An
acceptable range for β was found to be between 40 and 50 DF samples,
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from which we select β = 43, equivalent to 120 bpm from equation 3.6.
The shift-invariant comb filterbank FG (l, τ ) can be conveniently represented in matrix form, where each column of the matrix represents a
comb template λτ (l) with a fundamental periodicity τ equal to the column number. We apply the weighting curve multiplying each λτ (l) with
the appropriate value from wG (τ ), to give
FG (l, τ ) = wG (τ )λτ (l).

(3.9)

We take the product of the autocorrelation function A(l) with FG (l, τ ) to
give an output yG (τ ) as a function of τ
yG (τ ) =

Bf
X

A(l)FG (l, τ ).

(3.10)

l=1

We can identify an estimate of the beat period τ̂G as the index of the
maximum value of yG (τ )
τ̂G = arg max
(yG (τ )).
τ

(3.11)

Informal tests often revealed this beat period estimate τ̂G to correspond
to either 3/2 or 2/3 times the beat period. This tended to be the result
of a peak close to the strongest point of the Rayleigh weighting function
wG (τ ) which was higher than a more meaningful peak in the output of
the comb filterbank. To rectify this problem, we process the output signal
further to identify two peaks which are strongly related by a factor of two,
retaining the peak with the higher amplitude as the estimate of the beat
period. While we acknowledge that this processing step may introduce a
bias towards music with a duple metre, we plan to incorporate a specific
triple time model within our future work and explore related alternatives
including the harmonic spectral product [Alonso et al., 2004].
We begin the additional processing by assigning a score U1 (i, j) to the
relationship between periodicities τ = i and τ = j in yG (τ ), such that
U1 (i, j) will be zero when i = 2j or j = 2i
i
U1 (i, j) = (1 − | log2 |) .
j

(3.12)
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To each U1 (i, j) we then add the weighted reciprocal of the sum of the
peak heights yG (i) and yG (j) to give a second score, U2
U2 (i, j) = U1 (i, j) +

K
yG (i) + yG (j)

(3.13)

where we found K = 0.01 as a small constant less than unity to be an appropriate value. To extract the pair of periodicities which are strongest in
yG (τ ) and closest to a ratio of 2, we find the i and j that minimise U2 (i, j),
from which we identify the beat period τG as periodicity associated with
the higher peak,
τG


 i
=
 j

yG (i) ≥ yG (j)
otherwise

(3.14)

The comb filterbank FG (l, τ ) is shown in Figure 3.3(a), with an example
output signal yG (τ ) in Figure 3.3(b). We can observe multiple peaks in
yG (τ ), which correspond to integer and fractional multiples of τG . The
General State relies on the lag consistent with the tempo of the input
being the strongest metrically related peak within yG (τ ) for all analysis
frames.
3.6.2

Beat Alignment Induction

We define beats in terms of two parameters: the beat period τG , and the
beat alignment αG . We now address finding the locations of the beats
within each frame given a known beat period. In our beat tracking system, we can perform either causal or non-causal analysis. To distinguish
between causal and non-causal analysis we use x♦ to indicate parameter
x is extracted causally.
For non-causal analysis, each frame contains Bf DF samples of future
data. We define the beat alignment αG to represent the offset from the
start of the current frame to the location of the first beat within this frame,
as shown in Figure 3.1(e). For causal analysis, each frame contains the past
Bf DF samples of data. Without access to any future data we predict the
locations of future beats based solely on analysis of past data. We define
♦
the causal beat alignment αG
as the offset from the end of current frame
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Figure 3.3: Shift-invariant comb filterbanks for the General State (a) and the
Context-dependent State (c), with respective output signals: (b) and (d). The
index of the maximum value in the output is used to find the beat period for
the current analysis frame.

back to the last beat occurring in this frame. This represents the best
location from which future beats can be predicted.
Non-causal Analysis

To extract the non-causal beat alignment we adopt a similar matrix based
approach to finding the beat period. For beat period extraction each
column of the matrix FG (l, τ ) represents a comb template with a different
periodicity. Once this periodicity is known, we can formulate a comb filter
matrix HG (m, α) containing all possible shifts of the beat period to infer
the beat alignment from the current detection function frame Γi (m).
We construct an alignment comb template ψα (m) as a sequence of impulses at beat period intervals with offset α. Since we cannot guarantee
that the tempo will be constant across the entire frame, we multiply each
comb template with a weighting to give strongest emphasis to the most
recent detection function samples. We identified a linearly decreasing
function ν(m) to be an appropriate choice after informal tests of several
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potential weightings (including an exponential decay, a half-Hanning window and a uniform function).
B

⌊τ f ⌋

ψα (m) =

G
X

ν(m)δ(m − kτG + α) m = 1, . . . , Bf

(3.15)

k=1

where k ranges over the number of elements in each comb template and
ν(m) is defined as
ν(m) =

Bf − m
Bf

m = 1, . . . , Bf .

(3.16)

To form the matrix HG (m, α) each column represents a comb template
ψα (m) with an incremental offset α,
HG (m, α) = ψα (m) 1 ≤ α ≤ τG

(3.17)

For non-causal analysis we find the product of the current detection function frame Γi (m) with HG (m, α), to give an output function of α,
zG (α) =

Bf
X

Γi (m)HG (m, α)

(3.18)

m=1

with αG extracted as the index of the maximum value of zG (α)
αG = arg max
(zG (α)).
α

(3.19)

We then place beats markers γi,b for the ith frame at beat period intervals
from αG such that
γi,b = (ti + αG ) + (b − 1)τG b = 1, . . . , B

(3.20)

where ti indicates the time at the start of the ith detection function frame,
Γi (m). To allow for variations in the beat structure, any beats beyond one
step increment from ti will be assigned from analysis of the subsequent
detection function frame Γi+1 (m), we therefore constrain γi,B < ti + Bh .
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Causal Analysis

For the causal version we modify equation 3.18, replacing the current
detection function frame Γi (m) with a time-reversed version Γ♦i (m) =
Γi (−m) leaving HG (m, α) unchanged. This now gives strongest emphasis
to the comb elements at the end of each frame, where the most recent DF
♦
samples have occurred. We find zG
(α), the causal version of zG (α) as

♦
zG
(α)

=

Bf
X

Γ♦i (m)HG (m, α)

(3.21)

m=1
♦
extracting αG
as the index of the maximum value

♦
♦
αG
= arg max
(zG
(α)).
α

(3.22)

♦
We modify equation 3.20 to predict causal beats γi,b
up to one step incre-

ment (Bh DF samples) beyond the end of the current frame,
♦
♦
) + bτG b = 1, . . . , B
γi,b
= (t♦i − αG

(3.23)

♦
< t♦i + Bh and t♦i represents the time at the end of the frame i.
where γi,B

The comb filter matrix HG (m, α) is shown in Figure 3.4(a) with a
corresponding output signal zG (α) in Figure 3.4(b). We can observe two
peaks in the output signal, which are labelled as the on-beat, the result of
tapping in phase, and the off-beat, tapping in anti-phase, i.e. at an offset
of

τG
2

DF samples from αG ( τ2G ≈ 30 here). We assume that the on-beat

will be the strongest peak in zG (α) for all analysis frames. To maintain a
consistent beat output it is important not to erroneously switch between
the on and the off-beat.

3.7

Context-dependent State

The General State for beat tracking operates in a memoryless fashion,
extracting the beat period and beat alignment through a process of repeated induction. The principal limitation of this method is that no effort
is made to enforce continuity. For a given analysis frame τG and αG can
vary independently of any past values. This can cause two common beat
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Figure 3.4: Comb filter matrices for the General State (a) and Contextdependent State (b), with respective example output signals (c) and (d). The
index of the maximum value in the output is selected as the phase of the beats
for the current analysis frame.

tracking errors [Davies and Plumbley, 2004]: (i) the switching of metrical
levels, i.e. tapping at one rate and then changing to half or double this
rate without a tempo change having occurred; and (ii) switching between
the on and the off-beat, or in other words changing from tapping in phase
to tapping beats in anti-phase.
To prevent these undesirable effects we propose a Context-dependent
State for beat tracking. It operates in a similar way to the General State
in that it separately extracts the beat period and the beat alignment. We
now incorporate prior knowledge of the tempo of the input and feedback
past locations of beats, based on the simple assumption that, if beats are
arriving at regular beat period intervals then our focus is no longer on
inducing beat locations but in maintaining continuity [Minsky, 1981].
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Beat Period

There are two principle distinctions between the process of beat period
extraction in the Context-dependent State and the in General State, both
of which relate to the construction of the context-dependent comb filterbank FC (l, τ ). All other aspects involved in the extraction of the beat
period from the autocorrelation function A(l) remain constant. First we
classify the time-signature of the input and use this to incorporate metrical bias into each comb template, setting the number of elements equal to
the numerator of the time-signature. Secondly, we replace the Rayleigh
weighting curve used in the General State which gave an approximate
prior distribution of beat periods, with a tighter Gaussian weighting in
the Context-dependent State localised around a known beat period. This
prevents the extraction of beat periods at related metrical levels.
To extract the numerator of the time-signature T of the input, equivalent to the number of beats per bar, we use a similar approach to the
method of Brown [1993]. This method extracts a strong peak in the autocorrelation function at the bar level periodicity and relates this to the beat
period. We follow Gouyon and Herrera [2003] and classify the input as
having a duple metre T = 4, or a triple metre T = 3. We do not attempt
to infer other time-signatures (e.g. 5/4, 7/8, 9/8) leaving this as a topic
for further work, see Section 6.2.4.
Given a value for the beat period either from analysis in the General
State, τG , or from a notated value, we classify T by comparing the energy
at odd and even multiples of the beat period within the autocorrelation
function based on the following condition
A(2τG ) + A(4τG ) > A(3τG ) + A(6τG ).

(3.24)

If condition 3.24 holds, i.e. we find stronger periodicity at even multiples
than odd multiples, we infer a duple metre setting T = 4, otherwise we
presume a triple metre and set T = 3.
Knowledge of the number of beats per bar allows us to reformulate the
comb filterbank matrix FC (l, τ ). We set the number of elements in each
comb template λτ (l) equal to T . To make the comb template metrically
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biased (in contrast to FG (l, τ )) we remove the (2p − 1) normalisation from
equation 3.7 to give most emphasis to the bar level periodicity,
λτ (l) =

p−1
T
X
X

δ(l − τ p + v)

l = 1, . . . , Bf .

(3.25)

p=1 v=1−p

Prior knowledge of the beat period allows us to limit the range of likely
beat period hypotheses replacing the Rayleigh weighting with a contextdependent Gaussian function centred on τG
− (τ − τG )2
wC (τ ) = exp
2σw2

!

τ = 1, . . . , Bh .

(3.26)

The width of the weighting, defined by σw , constrains the range of likely
beat periods. If σw is too tight, no local variation in the beat period will
be observable. If it is too wide, the weighting will not be able to prevent
the beat period switching between metrical levels. To give an approximate
measure of local variation in beat periods, we analysed the distribution of
inter-annotation-intervals, ∆j , (normalised to have zero mean) across the
annotated test database we use to evaluate our beat tracker (in Section
5.1). We set σw = 4 DF samples equating it to the standard deviation of
the inter-annotation-interval distribution from the test database used in
Chapter 5. Informal tests revealed σw could vary by a factor of 2 without
altering the overall performance of the beat tracker.
The shift-invariant comb filterbank FC (l, τ ) for the Context-dependent
State can now be formed by setting each comb template λτ (l) as the τ th
column of the matrix and weighting each template using the Gaussian
weighting wC (τ )
FC (l, τ ) = wC (τ )λτ (l).

(3.27)

As in the General State we take the product of the autocorrelation function
A(l) with FC (l, τ )
yC (τ ) =

Bf
X
l=1

A(l)FC (l, τ ).

(3.28)
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For the Context-dependent State we do not require any further processing
to extract τC from yC (τ ) because there should only be one peak present.
Therefore we take τC as the index of the maximum value of yC (τ )
τC = arg max
(yC (τ )).
τ

(3.29)

We may now compare the comb filterbanks for the General and
Context-dependent States by examining Figures 3.3 (a) and (c). The
effect of the Gaussian weighting is evident by comparing the respective
example comb filterbank output signals from each state in Figures 3.3 (b)
and (d). For the General State, there is a strong ambiguity between two
beat period hypotheses, with either one a possible interpretation of the input. However in the Context-dependent State, only a small range around
the stronger of the two remains unattenuated by the Gaussian weighting
function. The restriction in likely beat periods prevents the possibility
of switching between metrical levels that could occur using the General
State alone.
3.7.2

Beat Alignment

The extraction of the beat alignment in the Context-dependent State does
not differ greatly from the General State. Again we rely on a previously
identified beat period τC and use a matrix based approach to find the
alignment αC from the current detection function frame Γi (m). The role
of the Context-dependent State is to maintain a consistent beat output.
For beat period extraction, we limit the range of likely beat periods to be
close to an expected value extracted from analysis in the General State.
When this is the case, we can reasonably assume that beats will occur
approximately at beat period intervals. For a given frame Γi (m) we can
use this to predict a likely value for αC given the beat output from the
previous frame Γi−1 (m). As in the General State we can perform both
non-causal and causal analysis.
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Non-causal Analysis

In the non-causal case, the beat alignment represents the offset from the
start of the current detection function frame Γi (m) to the location of the
first beat within that frame. We can predict αC as approximately τC DF
samples beyond the last beat γi−1,B from the previous detection function
frame Γi−1 (m),
αC ≈ γi−1,B + τC .

(3.30)

Equating the left and right hand sides of equation 3.30 would cause the
beats to occur precisely at beat period intervals. To allow for the location
of the beats to vary we create an alignment weighting function ρC (α)
centred on the most likely αC :
−(α − (γi−1,B + τC ))2
ρC (α) = exp
2σρ2

!

α = 1, . . . , τC .

(3.31)

As with the Gaussian weighting for beat period extraction in equation
3.26, σρ defines the width of the weighting. To prevent the possibility of
extracting the alignment corresponding to the off-beat, which should occur
approximately

τC
2

samples away from the on-beat (see Figure 3.4(B)), we

use a beat period dependent width setting σρ =

τC
4

DF samples.

We formulate a context-dependent comb filter matrix HC (m, α) where
each column of the matrix represents an alignment comb, ψα (m) at an
offset α,
jB k
f
τC

ψα (m) =

X

ν(m)δ(m − kτC + α) m = 1, . . . , Bf

(3.32)

k=1

with ν(m) from equation 3.16 as the linear weighting function, to give
HC (m, α) = ρC (α)ψα (m).

(3.33)

We then take the product of Γi (m) with HC (m, α) to give an output
function of α
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zC (α) =

Bf
X

Γi (m)HC (m, α)

(3.34)

m=1

with αC found as the index of the maximum value of zC (α)
αC = arg max
(zC (α)).
α

(3.35)

Beats γi,b can then be placed at intervals of τC up to one step increment
into the current analysis frame using
γi,b = (ti + αC ) + (b − 1)τC b = 1, . . . , B

(3.36)

with γi,B < ti + Bh and ti as the start of the current frame.
Causal Analysis

For causal analysis, where each frame represents the past Bf DF samples
♦
indicates the offset back from the end
of data, the beat alignment αC
♦
of the current frame. If the tempo of the input is constant then αC
will
♦
within the previous analysis frame
equal the location of the last beat γi−1,B

Γ♦i−1 (m). Allowing for timing variations we reformulate equation 3.31 as


2 



♦
 − α − (γi−1,B ) 
♦
ρC (α) = exp 

2(σρ♦ )2

α = 1, . . . , τC .

(3.37)

♦
We create the causal comb matrix HC
(m, α) from equation 3.33 now using

ρ♦C (α) to weight the alignment comb templates ψα (m)
♦
HC
(m, α) = ρ♦C (α)ψα (m).

(3.38)

We find the product of the time-reversed detection function frame Γ♦i (m)
♦
with HC
(m, α),
♦
zC
(α)

=

Bf
X

♦
Γ♦i (m)HC
(m, α)

(3.39)

m=1
♦
♦
extracting αC
as the index of the maximum value of zC
(α)

♦
♦
αC
= arg max
(zC
(α)).
α

(3.40)
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We can now predict the locations of future beats,
♦
♦
γi,b
= (t♦i − αC
) + bτC b = 1, . . . , B

(3.41)

where t♦i represents the end of the current analysis frame and beats are
♦
constrained γi,B
< t♦i + Bh .

Figure 3.4 shows both the General and Context-dependent State comb
filter matrices (a) and (c), with corresponding output signals (b) and (d).
The alignment weighting in the Context-dependent State attenuates the
energy in the output around the location of the off-beat leaving just a
single peak to indicate the beat alignment. This prevents the possibility
of the beats switching from the on-beat to the off-beat, maintaining a
consistent beat output.

3.8

Two State Model

Although the General State and Context-dependent States can work in
isolation to provide the locations of the beats, neither one is ideally suited
to do so. Without any means to enforce continuity, the General State is
too susceptible to switching metrical levels and changing from the on-beat
to the off-beat. The Context-dependent State, while explicitly designed
to prevent these errors by limiting the range of likely beat periods and
alignments, is unable to react to any tempo changes that might occur.
To exploit the particular properties of each state we combine them into a
Two State Model. We use the General State to infer an initial beat period
and detect tempo changes, and the Context-dependent State to maintain
continuity within a given beat period hypothesis. The operation of the
Two State Model is shown in Figure 3.5.
We define a state variable q to indicate which state is currently active,
and therefore which is used to derive the beat locations. We label the
General State S1 and the Context-dependent State S2 . Without any prior
knowledge of the input we initially set q = S1 , with beat locations assigned
using the General State.
The activation of the first Context-dependent State S2 is the result of
the observation of consistent beat periods across three consecutive frames,
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Figure 3.5: Two state switching model: Analysis begins in General State S1 .
The observation of a consistent beat period generates a Context-dependent
state, S2 , which is replaced by S2′ if a tempo change is observed.

which satisfy
|2τG (i) − τG (i − 1) − τG (i − 2)| < η1

(3.42)

where τG (i) is the beat period from the ith frame and η1 is the threshold.
We define a consistent beat period to be one that can be reliably observed
within the range of the Gaussian weighting for beat period extraction. We
therefore set η1 = σw from equation 3.26 at 4 DF samples. If condition
3.42 is met, q = S2 , with beats assigned from the Context-dependent
State.
When S2 is active, the General State continues to operate, acting in a
supervisor role, to verify whether the Context-dependent State is appropriate to the current properties of the signal. At each frame, we extract
τG and compare it to τC . If the values are close, then we maintain the operation of the Context-dependent State. For the Context-dependent State
to be considered a poor match to the input, we require two conditions to
be met: (i) the absolute difference between τG and τC is greater than η2 ,
the threshold for tempo changes,
|τG (i) − τC (i)| > η2

(3.43)
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where η2 is set to be outside of the range of the Gaussian weighting in
equation 3.26, e.g. η2 = 2η1 ; and (ii) the new beat period hypothesis τG
is consistently observed, and therefore meets condition 3.42.
If S2 is found to be no longer a valid match to the rhythmic properties of
the signal, then it is discarded, to be replaced by a new Context-dependent
State S2′ indicative of the new beat period hypothesis observed by the General State. Before setting q = S2′ and using the new Context-dependent
State to find the beat locations, we let the General State resume control
of the beat tracker for a single analysis frame, setting q = S1 , to provide
a new reference point αG for the locations of the beats.
For subsequent frames we now activate the new Context-dependent
State setting q = S2′ and use it to maintain continuity in the beat output, until a new consistent beat period is observed. Operating in this
manner, the Two State Model can explicitly model tempo discontinuities
while smoothing out odd beat errors during each consistent beat period
hypothesis.

3.9

Summary

In this chapter we presented our approach to extracting beat locations
from audio signals. The beat tracker operates using two parallel states:
the General State finds beat locations in detection function frames without
any memory of previous estimates; the Context-dependent State makes
explicit use of previous values to constrain the range observable beat periods and alignments. The combination of the General State and Contextdependent State into a Two-State Model enables our beat tracker to be
both sensitive to potential tempo changes, and to maintain continuity
within regions where the tempo remains approximately constant.
The extraction of accurate beat locations forms an integral part of our
proposed system for automatic rhythmic accompaniment as the basis for
the subsequent extraction of bar boundaries and a predominant rhythmic
pattern, both of which are presented in Chapter 6. To justify the use of
our beat tracker we must first confirm the accuracy of our system. We
address the topic of beat tracking evaluation in the following two chapters.

Chapter 4
Beat Tracking Evaluation Methods
Evaluation is an important aspect in all areas of computational music
analysis, and beat tracking is no exception. Despite continued attention
towards methods for extracting beats from musical signals (reviewed in
Chapter 3), far less time has been devoted to the evaluation of these
systems. This is not only due lack of publicly available data but also the
implicit complexity of the problem.
In this chapter we address the theoretical issues related to evaluation.
We begin with a review of existing evaluation methods and identify some
the main difficulties present. To contend with some of the observed limitations of the existing methods we propose a new entropy-based evaluation
method.
Although the principal focus of this chapter is on evaluation, we restrict
ourselves to considering the task of how to evaluate a beat tracker. The
second aspect of evaluation, where we asses the performance of the beat
tracking algorithm, is investigated in Chapter 5.

4.1

Evaluation Issues

To understand what is required to perform the successful evaluation of
a beat tracking system we refer to Temperley [2004] who proposes the
following four evaluation requirements:
[...] an agreed upon way of representing the kind of information to be retrieved; a suitably large and representative corpus
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of data; correct analyses of the corpus (representing the information to be retrieved); and an agreed-upon way of comparing
a model’s analysis of the corpus to the correct analyses and
scoring the model on its success at matching the correct analyses. [Temperley, 2004]
These requirements are not limited to the domain of beat tracking but
form a more general list applicable to many music analysis problems. To
associate them more specifically with beat tracking, we must first make the
distinction between whether the evaluation is undertaken in a subjective
or objective manner. The principal difference between the two is whether
the judgement about beat tracking success is made by a human expert
(subjective), or by an algorithm which compares estimated beats to true
beat locations (objective).
The process of subjective evaluation is centred on the use of a listening test. The estimated beats are realised as percussive clicks, or noise
bursts, at the specified time instants and mixed with the input audio. This
mixture is then listened to by a human expert who provides a value or
description of beat tracking performance based on their own perception.
The implicit nature of this type of evaluation makes it difficult to apply
Temperley’s requirements.
For objective evaluation, we can treat the information to be retrieved
as a sequence of ground truth beat times against which the output of a
beat tracker can be compared. If no musical score is available for a given
excerpt, the process for obtaining this ground truth must come from hand
annotation of beat locations. The annotation of note onsets is considered
to be a time-consuming and inaccurate task [Bello et al., 2005]. Matters
are further complicated for beat annotation, when we consider that beats
need not be associated with actual events in the audio at all. Dixon et al
[2006] identified a preference for smooth tempo transitions which resulted
in tapped beats not coinciding scored beat events.
The complexity of the annotation task often limits the size of the test
database used for evaluation. At present only one annotated test database
is freely available [Goto, 2006], however this is limited to music with a 4/4
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time-signature and constant tempo. As such, researchers often resort to
annotating beat locations of excerpts from their own private collections
[Klapuri et al., 2006; Hainsworth, 2004b], Due to copyright protection, the
beat annotations and audio excerpts cannot be freely distributed.
Temperley’s final requirement [Temperley, 2004] concerns an agreed
upon method for measuring beat tracking accuracy. Currently no such
consensus exists, with researchers often proposing their own evaluation
metrics specific to the properties of their beat trackers or evaluation data.
A review of these existing methods is provided in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.1

Subjective Approaches

When subjective evaluation has been used for beat tracking systems, it is
often not accompanied by any quantitative data; rather it is used to make
qualitative judgements about performance, describing common behaviour
such as tapping at related metrical levels or on the off-beat, e.g. see
[Alonso et al., 2004; Sethares et al., 2005]. However we can identify two
instances where quantitative subjective evaluation has been used for beat
tracking evaluation, those by Scheirer [1998] and Dannenberg [2005].
Scheirer

Scheirer [1998] evaluates his beat tracking system over a 60 excerpt test
database according to three accuracy criteria: ‘correct’, ‘partial’ and
‘wrong’. The motivation for the ‘partial’ category is to differentiate between cases which were neither unambiguously correct nor unambiguously
incorrect – to recognise that a reasonable attempt to track something in
the audio has taken place even if this doesn’t directly correspond to the
listener’s perception of the beat. Rules for selecting the ‘partial’ category
are not provided, however the examples Scheirer cites as partially correct
include cases where tapping switches between metrical levels or from the
on-beat to the off-beat. While these may be considered piece-wise correct,
Scheirer concedes that a human tapper would be much more consistent
in sticking to a single metrical level or phase than in switching between
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multiple hypotheses. By virtue of making a consistent, human-like interpretation of the beat structure, we infer from the description of the partial
cases, that consistently tapping on the off-beat or tapping at some related
metrical level to the perceived tempo would therefore qualify as ‘correct’
tapping.
Dannenberg

More recently Dannenberg [2005] adopted a subjective approach where
the accuracy was measured as a percentage of the length of excerpt where
the beats were correctly tracked. Allowing accurate beats to be tapped
consistently on the on- or the off-beat, or at twice or half the rate perceived by the listener, beat accuracy is measured as the ratio of the longest
perceptually correct segment to the length of the file under consideration.
Dannenberg adopts an implicit continuity requirement by considering a
beat correct only in the context of those preceding it. In particular the behaviour referred to as ‘tempo drift’, where the tempo is slightly incorrect,
causing beats to move between the perceived on-beat and the off-beat, is
not regarded as acceptable. This is in spite of the possibility that many
‘drifting’ beat locations may occur at, or very close to, expected beat locations. Dannenberg also chooses to evaluate beat tracking performance
over entire songs, where as Scheirer [1998] uses shorter musical excerpts
of around 30 seconds.
An interesting aspect of both evaluation schemes is how they are
adapted to the particular properties of each beat tracking algorithm.
Scheirer’s beat tracker [Scheirer, 1998] re-estimates the tempo and phase
of beats at short time intervals (approximately every second) without any
effort to maintain continuity, hence its susceptibility to switching between
metrical interpretations. The partially correct category therefore appears
to have been created to take this behaviour into account. Dannenberg’s
beat tracker [Dannenberg, 2005] on the other hand, uses a gradient descent
approach to smoothly assign beats between harmonically similar regions in
the music. The beats therefore have a natural tendency to drift in and out
of phase. Unlike Scheirer, Dannenberg does not allow this to contribute to
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the overall accuracy of his system. Despite the different properties of the
two beat trackers, they are shown to be of equivalent accuracy when evaluated using Dannenberg’s criteria and dataset. No comparison is made
under Scheirer’s evaluation criteria.
4.1.2

Objective Approaches

The alternative to subjective evaluation for beat tracking systems is to
adopt an objective approach. For objective evaluation the decision over
beat accuracy is now calculated by an algorithm rather than by human
judgement and a listening test. We now present a review of existing methods, after which we compare the properties of each approach under several
specific beat tracking cases.
Scheirer

In addition to the subjective evaluation of his beat tracker, Scheirer [1998]
also included objective analysis to compare the performance of his beat
tracker to human tapping performance. Hand annotated beat locations
over a small test set of six files, were used to compare automatic beat
locations to human taps under two conditions.
The first condition is calculated as the r.m.s. deviation between the
beats γ (or human taps) and beat annotations a, which we label Schrms ,

Schrms

v

u
u 1 X
u
min(γb − aj )2 
=t

J

j

b

(4.1)

where γb is the time of bth beat and aj is time of the j th annotation. A
low value for Schrms should indicate good performance, with the converse
true for a high value. Scheirer expressed the r.m.s. deviation as a value
in milliseconds for a given file.
While the Schrms indicates a measure of closeness of beats to annotations, it is unable to provide any information regarding the regularity
of the beats observed. For this aspect of evaluation Scheirer proposed a
second measure, the variance of the inter-beat-interval IBIvar measured in
ms2 ,
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(4.2)

where ∆b = γb − γb−1 and E(x) is the expectation of x. Intuitively a high
IBIvar would indicate the beats were not regularly spaced, and therefore
that performance was likely to be poor, and similarly observing a low
value would suggest a regular, evenly spaced, beat sequence. Because a
very low IBI variance could be the result of beat tracking that was too
regular and failed to contend with expressive timing or a tempo change,
the IBIvar cannot provide information about beat tracking performance
without comparing it to the variance of the inter-annotation-intervals,
IAIvar , calculated using equation 4.2, with ∆b replaced by ∆j = aj − aj−1 .
Scheirer concedes that neither Schrms nor IBIvar are sufficient alone,
but does not attempt to combine them into a single numerical value of
beat accuracy. Each measure is used within a graphical comparison of machine performance against human tapping performance, in which Scheirer
demonstrates the performance of his beat tracker to be highly (positively)
correlated with the taps of the human subjects.
Dixon

Dixon’s beat tracker [Dixon, 2001a], reviewed in Section 3.2, identifies
beat times from a sequence of extracted onsets. Multiple onsets occurring
within 70ms of one another (e.g. the notes of a chord) are considered to be
simultaneous and are merged into single event. This so-called simultaneity
criterion forms the basis of Dixon’s approach to evaluation.
Given a sequence of beat locations γ and a sequence of annotated beat
positions a, Dixon creates an allowance window around each annotation
aj , whose width (± 70ms) is matched to the simultaneity criterion within
his beat tracking algorithm. The number of correct beats which occur
inside each allowance window are labelled as c. Any beats occurring outside of the allowance windows, are counted as false positives f + , and any
unmatched annotations are counted as false negatives f − . The overall
accuracy, Dixacc , is then defined as a function of the number of correctly
assigned beats, the number of false positives, and the number of false
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Figure 4.1: (a) Dixon [2001a] approach to beat tracking evaluation. (b) Size of
evaluation window for a fast tempo, and (c) at a slow tempo.

negatives:
Dixacc =

c
c+

f+

+ f−

× 100%.

(4.3)

From the graphical representation of Dixon’s evaluation method shown
in Figure 4.1(a), we can see that the fixed width of the 70ms allowance
window will be relatively wider for songs with fast tempi (Figure 4.1(b)),
than for songs which are slower (Figure 4.1(c)).
More recently, Dixon has adopted the F-measure [Dixon, 2006b] for
evaluation both of onset detection and beat tracking [Gouyon et al., 2007].
The F-measure is derived in terms of two evaluation quantities: precision,
p, and recall, r. Precision indicates the proportion of the generated beats
which are correct,
p=

c
c + f+

(4.4)

and recall indicates the proportion of the total number of correct beats
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that were found,
r=

c
.
c + f−

(4.5)

Together they can be re-arranged into a form similar to equation 4.3 to
give
F =

2c
2pr
=
× 100%.
p+r
2c + f + + f −

(4.6)

We compare the properties of equations 4.3 and 4.6 in Section 4.1.3.
Cemgil, Kappen, Desain and Honing

The Cemgil et al [2001] evaluation measure uses a cost function which
penalises the accuracy of an estimated beat location based on how far it
is from the closest annotation. This is in contrast to Dixon [2001a] who
considers the closest beat to have an accuracy of 1 provided it is within the
± 70ms allowance window. For a sequence of B beats γ and J annotations
a, Cemgil et al evaluate the distance between a given annotation aj and
the closest occurring beat γb using a Gaussian error function W
W (x) = exp (−x2 /2σe 2 )

(4.7)

where x = γb − aj . The standard deviation of W is derived from human
tapping data within a study on rhythm quantisation [Cemgil et al., 2000],
where σe = 40ms.
The overall accuracy Cemacc is
Cemacc =

P

j

maxb W (γb − aj )
× 100%.
(B + J)/2

(4.8)

Within equation 4.8 false positives are explicitly accounted for by the
normalising constant B in the denominator, such that Cemacc will linearly
decrease as the number of beats B exceeds the number of annotations J.
Provided there is at least one beat to compare to the annotations (i.e.
B ≥1) then for every annotation aj a closest beat γb will always exist.
False negatives are therefore incorporated implicitly, where W (γb −aj ) →0,
when |γb − aj | ≫ σe . In practice, beats tapped on the off-beat will have
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Figure 4.2: Cemgil et al [2001] approach to beat tracking evaluation. (a) The
sequence of beat times (dotted lines) and annotations (bold solid lines). (b)
The Gaussian cost function W used to define beat accuracy. The 70ms window
refers to Dixon’s allowance window [Dixon, 2001a].

Cemacc = 0. The evaluation method is shown graphically in Figures 4.2(a)
and (b).
McKinney

The evaluation method proposed by McKinney was used within the 2006
MIREX beat tracking evaluation contest [McKinney, 2006a]. Beat accuracy is defined by taking the cross-correlation between two impulse trains,
where the first Ta represents the ground truth annotations a and the second Tγ the extracted beats γ, such that

Ta (n) =
and similarly for Tγ




1 n = aj



(4.9)




1 n = γb



(4.10)




 0 otherwise

Tγ (n) = 



 0 otherwise
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To enable a computationally feasible cross-correlation between Ta and Tγ
the beats annotations are quantised to a 10ms resolution. Also, to remove
the initial uncertain period of tapping, any events occurring in the first
five seconds are removed. To allow for a small mismatch between the
timing of the beats and annotations, the cross-correlation between Tγ and
Ta is taken over a small window, w, set empirically to 20% of the median
of the inter-annotation intervals ∆j , where w = 0.2median(∆j ).
The beat accuracy, McKacc , is then defined as the sum of the timelimited cross correlation, which we label ∗(w) . To prevent the trivial case
of over-detection where Tγ is a uniform function, the sum is normalised to
whichever is the greatest: the number of annotations J or the number of
beats B,
McKacc =

Ta ∗(w) Tγ
× 100%.
max(J, B)

P

w

(4.11)

Specific to McKinney’s method is the use of multiple annotators. Instead
of using a single manually corrected ground truth sequence, the unaltered
tap times of 40 human subjects are used as the basis for comparison.
Rather than create one averaged annotation sequence McKinney chooses
to exploit the differences in tapping data to represent multiple real human
interpretations of the beat, with the overall accuracy defined as the mean
of the comparison between the extracted beats and each tapped sequence.
A potential weakness of the McKinney approach relates to the manner
in which the cross-correlation is undertaken. Although the short term
window w is intended to be tempo-dependent (unlike that of Dixon [2001a]
and Cemgil et al [2001]), because it is defined globally, it cannot adapt
to any tempo changes present in the signal. While this was not of great
concern within the 2006 MIREX evaluation [McKinney, 2006a], where
all test examples had approximately constant tempo, the implementation
would require modification for use within a variable tempo context.
Goto and Muraoka

The goal of the evaluation method of Goto and Muraoka [1997a] is to reduce the task of beat tracking evaluation into a simple binary classification
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where the tracking is either ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’. Although this decision
is derived from objective measurements comparing a beat sequence γ to
a sequence of ground truth annotations a, the eventual outcome bears
considerable similarity to Scheirer’s subjective approach [Scheirer, 1998]
in Section 4.1.1, but with the removal of the partially correct category.
The decision over beat tracking success is derived from the analysis
of multiple statistics of a beat error sequence ζj calculated by measuring
the time between each annotation aj and the closest beat γb . The error
between the beats and annotations is normalised to half the width of
the current inter-annotation-interval ∆∗j , depending on whether γb occurs
before or after aj

∆∗j







∆j /2

=



 ∆
j−1 /2

γb ≥ aj
(4.12)
γb < aj

such that error is bounded between 0 and 1,

ζj =











|γb −aj |
∆∗j

aj − ∆j /2 ≤ γb < aj + ∆j /2
(4.13)

1

otherwise.

As the basis for further analysis, a sub-sequence ζk is then extracted from
ζj under the condition that ζj < 0.35. Due to the normalisation of beat
error in equation 4.13 this is equivalent to each beat occurring within a
±17.5% allowance window around each annotation as shown in Figure
4.3. The justification for this ±17.5% window size, and the subsequent
thresholds used on ζk are taken to be the outcome of informal listening
tests by Goto and Muraoka [1997a].
To define beat tracking accuracy, Goto and Muraoka require three
conditions of ζk to be true. The success of each condition is marked by an
indicator function I.
The condition I1 (ζk ) requires that the starting time ks of ζk must occur
within the first 3/4 of the length of the excerpt and that the ending time
ke of the ζk corresponds to the end of the excerpt.
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Figure 4.3: Goto and Muraoka [1997a] approach to beat tracking evaluation.
The bold vertical lines are beat annotations aj , the dotted lines are beats γb ,
the diagonal lines represent the perceptually acceptable region around each
annotation where the beat error ζ ≤ 0.35.




1 ks /ke < 3/4



I1 (ζk ) = 

(4.14)



 0 otherwise.

Each test excerpt within Goto and Muraoka’s evaluation was 60 seconds
in length, which implies convergence towards accurate tracking within 45
seconds.
The second and third conditions I2 (ζk ) and I3 (ζk ) respectively require
that mean and standard deviation of ζk do not exceed 0.2 half-beats, where
1 half-beat is the furthest any individual beat γb can be from the nearest
annotation aj (see equation 4.12),



1 mean(ζk ) < 0.2 half-beats



I2 (ζk ) = 

(4.15)



 0 otherwise

and

I3 (ζk ) =




1 standard deviation(ζk ) < 0.2 half-beats





 0 otherwise

(4.16)

Overall beat tracking accuracy Gotoacc is then the product of each indicator function
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Gotoacc =




1 I1 (ζk )I2 (ζk )I3 (ζk )



(4.17)




 0 otherwise.

While this approach appears to have been successful within the evaluation context presented by Goto and Muraoka [1997a], the parameters
used seem quite arbitrary and it is not clear what the effect of varying
these parameters would be.
Hainsworth, Klapuri et al

The evaluation method presented by Goto and Muraoka [1997a] was modified and extended by Hainsworth [2004b] and Klapuri et al [2006]. The
emphasis was changed from classifying beat tracking as correct or incorrect, to measuring the percentage of a given excerpt for which tracking
was deemed accurate. We have also previously used this method [Davies
and Plumbley, 2007a] and now present our derivation of the approach.
The accuracy of given beat γb is defined by its proximity to annotation aj , and, that of the preceding beat γb−1 to annotation aj−1 . The
dependence on the previous beat enforces the continuity constraint which
is similar to conditions I2 (ζk ) and I2 (ζk ) from Goto and Muraoka [1997a].
We also require the current inter-beat-interval ∆b = γb − γb−1 is consistent
with the current inter-annotation-interval ∆j = aj − aj−1 , creating three
conditions,
(i) aj − θα ∆j < γb < aj + θα ∆j
(ii) aj−1 − θα ∆j−1 < γb−1 < aj−1 + θα ∆j−1
(iii) (1 − θτ )∆j < ∆b < (1 + θτ )∆j .
For conditions (i) and (ii) θα defines the width of the acceptance window around each annotation. In condition (iii) θτ defines the range of
acceptable inter-beat-intervals. Hainsworth [2004b] sets θα = ± 15%, and
θτ = ±10%. Klapuri et al [2006], equate both parameters, such that
θα = θτ = 0.175, which leads to acceptance window of ±17.5% around
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Figure 4.4: (a) Continuity-based beat tracking evaluation metric. Acceptance
of beat, γb , depends on its proximity to annotation, aj , and the localisation of
the previous beat. θ defines the acceptance window around each annotation.
(b) Overview of evaluation metric over several beats.

each annotation. In [Davies and Plumbley, 2007a], we used the same parameter values as Klapuri et al [2006], and will subsequently refer to both
as simply θ. The conditions for beat accuracy are shown graphically in
Figure 4.4(a).
For a sequence of beats γb we can find the number of correct beats
in each continuously correct segment Υk (see Figure 4.4(b)) that meet
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), where K is the total number of segments
found. To give a figure of overall accuracy for tapping at the correct
metrical level with continuity required (CMLc ) we find the ratio of longest
continuously correct segment to the number of annotated beats J in that
file
max(Υk )
× 100%.
(4.18)
J
The principle weakness of this approach, illustrated in Figure 4.4(b), is
CMLc =

that a single mis-placed beat can cause the accuracy to drop significantly.
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In the worst case, where the erroneous beat is in the middle of the file,
the accuracy can fall from 100% to 50%. To prevent punishing continuity
breaks of this type so strongly, we also find the ratio of the total number
of correct beats to the number of annotations (CMLt ),
CMLt =

PK

k=1

Υk

× 100%.
(4.19)
J
As humans often tap in time to music at different rates [Moelants and
McKinney, 2004], we must also consider the metrical level at which the
tapping occurs. If we insist on the correct metrical level, then beats tapped
at twice or half the rate of the annotations will be assigned an accuracy
of 0% using equations 4.18 and 4.19, which may be considered to be too
harsh. To incorporate metrical ambiguity we recalculate equations 4.18
and 4.19 with the annotations resampled to represent tapping at twice or
half the metrical level or on the off-beat. With continuity required at the
allowed metrical levels we find AMLc and when this is relaxed we find
AMLt . In all, there are four constituent accuracy measures within the
continuity-based analysis adopted by Hainsworth [2004b], and Klapuri et
al [2006]:
• Correct Metrical Level, continuity required (CMLc ).
• Correct Metrical Level, continuity not required (CMLt ).
• Allowed Metrical Levels, continuity required (AMLc ).
• Allowed Metrical Levels, continuity not required (AMLt ).
4.1.3

Comparison of Objective Evaluation Methods

To compare the properties of each of the objective evaluation methods (excluding Scheirer’s method [Scheirer, 1998] which does not measure accuracy on the 0–100% scale) we present a summary of beat tracking accuracy
in Table 4.1 under the following four cases of tapping:
• On-beat: tapping at the annotated metrical level with beats in phase.
• Off-beat: tapping at the annotated metrical level with beats in phase.
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Evaluation

Allowance

On-beat

Off-beat

D/H

Odd Error

Approach

window

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Dixacc

±70ms

100

0

50

99

F-measure

±70ms

100

0

66.7

99.5

Cemacc

±40ms

100

0

50

99

McKacc

±20%

100

0

50

99

Gotoacc

±17.5%

100

0

0

0 or 100

CMLc

±17.5%

100

0

0

50–99

CMLt

±17.5%

100

0

0

99

AMLc

±17.5%

100

100

100

50–99

AMLt

±17.5%

100

100

100

99

Table 4.1: Comparison of properties of objective evaluation methods. On-beat:
tapping at the annotated metrical level and in phase. Off-beat: tapping at
the annotated metrical level but in anti-phase. D/H: tapping at twice or half
the annotated metrical level. Odd Error: A single mis-placed beat within ‘Onbeat’ tapping; a range of accuracies are shown when the location of the error is
important. We assume a sequence of 100 beats and 100 annotations.

• D/H: tapping at twice or half of annotated metrical level.
• Odd-error: single mis-placed beat within ‘on-beat’ tapping.
To permit analysis which is not dependent on the particular allowance
window or threshold parameters specific to the different approaches, we
assume that for each form of tapping, an accurate beat is at the precise
time instant of the corresponding annotation.
From the results in Table 4.1 we see that AMLt is the most permissive method, with either CMLc or Gotoacc the strictest, depending on the
location of the mis-placed beat. If the erroneous beat is in the middle of
the excerpt then CMLc will drop to 50%; if it is within the final quarter
of the excerpt Gotoacc will fall to 0%.
Most approaches reject tapping on the off-beat by assigning an accuracy of 0%. However, tapping in this way must be considered more
preferable to an entirely random sequence, which could theoretically score
higher than 0% due to random beats being accidentally close to annotations. Certain beat tracking applications, such as beat-driven digital
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audio effects, have been shown to be unaffected by the phase of the beats
[Stark et al., 2007a].
The ambiguity over metrical level among human tappers [Moelants
and McKinney, 2004] suggests that all but the AML approaches are also
too strict. In spite of this, the blind assumption that only twice or half
the metrical level are valid interpretations of the beat does not hold. We
need only consider music that is not in 4/4 time for examples where other
ratios would be needed. Furthermore, the analysis of alternate metrical
levels requires the resampling of the annotation sequence to provide the
appropriate ground truth. At present no approach is able to analyse more
than a single metrical level at a time.
What Table 4.1 does not attempt to capture is the effect of beat localisation. We intentionally avoided this issue by hypothetically setting
accurate beat locations equal to corresponding annotations. However, the
validity of each evaluation method is ultimately determined by an artificial window size. The variation in window sizes across the approaches
suggests that formal listening tests have not been undertaken to characterise subjective human judgement about beat tracking accuracy.
A second problem related to the use of fixed allowance windows is that
beats falling just inside windows are accurate, but those just outside would
be deemed inaccurate. The approaches of Cemgil et al [2001] and Scheirer
[1998] avoid this problem by measuring the timing error between beats
and annotations. However the approach of Cemgil et al is reliant on an
artificial threshold, and Scheirer’s approach Schrms is measured in absolute
time, and therefore is not bounded on the 0–100% accuracy scale.
When looking to propose a new method for beat tracking evaluation,
we should attempt to avoid any reliance on an arbitrary window size,
choosing instead to look at the timing error between beats and annotations, and secondly, to remove the need for resampling beat annotations
to evaluate tapping at related metrical levels and phases. These two features form the basis of our new entropy-based approach to beat tracking
evaluation which we present in the following section.
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Entropy-Based Evaluation

In our objective approach we compare a sequence of extracted beat times
γ to a sequence of ground truth beat annotations a. The basis of our
method is the generation of a beat error histogram which we can use to
determine the relationship between the beats and the annotations.
We can consider two example histograms: i) a Dirac-delta distribution
with an impulse at zero error, from which we should infer the beats are
identical to the annotations; and ii) a uniform distribution, from which
we should infer that the beats are entirely unrelated to the annotations.
These examples merely represent the theoretical best and worst cases. For
real beat tracking data, we can expect some form of distribution between
these two extrema.
4.2.1

Beat Error

To obtain the beat error data required to populate a histogram, we partition the input signal into beat length windows, centred on each annotation
time aj .
In earlier work [Davies and Plumbley, 2007a] we extracted the time
between the closest beat γb and aj within each annotation window. This
can lead to two undesirable properties. First, by not incorporating the
error resulting from other beats within each annotation window, e.g. those
occurring as a result of tapping at twice the tempo, we restrict ourselves
to analysis at the annotated metrical level. To examine performance at
other metrical levels would require additional histograms which would
necessitate resampling the beat annotations accordingly. The second issue
relates to the trivial case of over-detection, where beats could be placed
at every time instant, such that, for each aj , some beat with zero error
could always be found.
To prevent the problem of over-detection and maintain analysis over
multiple metrical levels we find the time between all beats that occur
within each annotation window. We extract γq , the subset of beats γb
occurring within each annotation window:
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Figure 4.5: Extraction of beat error ζ from beats γb and annotations aj .

γq = γb : aj − ∆∗j−1 ≤ γb < aj + ∆∗j .

(4.20)

To remove any dependency on the tempo of the input, we normalise the
beat error ζ(j, q), for the q th beat in the j th annotation window, into
the range [-0.5,0.5] beats by dividing the error by half the width of the
annotation window (see Figure 4.5), to give







where ∆∗j−1 =

aj −aj−1
2

ζ(j, q) = 





and ∆∗j =

γq −aj
∆∗j−1

γq ≤ aj
(4.21)

γq −aj
∆∗j
aj+1 −aj
2

γq > aj
represent the boundaries of the

beat length segment around aj . Combining all annotation windows provides a normalised error sequence ζγ|a representing the error of the beats
given the annotations.
By incorporating all beats within each annotation window our approach is not susceptible to the trivial over-detection case. There is a
similar issue related to under-detection. If very few beats are compared
to a sequence of annotations, then in many instances there will no beats
γq within each annotation window. To assign a cost to under-detection we
adopt a two-way mismatch (TWM) procedure [Maher and Beauchamp,
1994] to extracting the beat error. Just as we derived ζγ|a , we repeat the
process and compare the annotations to the beats to obtain ζa|γ . The case
of under-detection of beats to annotations is now transformed to overdetection of annotations to beats. We describe how to contend with two
error sequences in the following section.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Beat error histogram, (b) Beat error histogram mapped onto
the unit circle.

4.2.2

Beat Error Histogram

An intuitive approach to extracting a measure of beat tracking accuracy
from a beat error sequence ζ would be to find the variance of the data, or
equally Scheirer’s r.m.s. deviation [Scheirer, 1998] from Section 4.1.2. For
accurate beat tracking cases we should expect low variance, with the converse true for inaccurate, (uniformly) distributed beats. However, should
the beats occur at twice the annotated metrical level, then ζγ|a , will have
approximately 50% of errors close to zero, with the remaining 50% split
between errors near to 0.5 and -0.5 of a beat. For a multi-modal distribution of this type, the variance will not adequately reflect how this is
a perceptually acceptable form of tapping in time to music. An example
histogram is shown in Figure 4.6(a). Since a beat error of -0.5 is equivalent
to an error 0.5, it is also useful to visualise the beat error mapped onto
the circumference of the unit circle, as in Figure 4.6(b).
A more meaningful way to extract performance from a histogram of
beat error, is to look for a measure of peakiness, where the peaks in the
histogram represent some implicit dependence between beats and annotations. Toiviainen and Snyder [2003] use similar reasoning to measure the
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consensus among multiple human tappers in a psychological tapping experiment. The time of each tap is represented by a Gaussian kernel (with
50ms standard deviation) to form an excerpt-length probability distribution. The temporal mean of the tapping distributions of each human is
taken to give an overall distribution which is peaky at time instants where
consensus among the tappers is high.
Within our approach we find the entropy of our beat normalised error
distribution. To ensure a real-valued entropy value, we normalise the
heights of the histogram bins xk (for a K bin histogram) to sum to unity
H=−

PK

k=1

xk log(xk )

PK

k=1

xk = 1.

(4.22)

The entropy, H, will be bounded between 0 for the delta case and log(K)
for a perfectly uniform case. Because we extract H directly from the
bin heights of the histogram, we must take care with the number of bins
used. Too few, and we will over-estimate H; too many and we will underestimate it. To permit the possible observation of a uniform distribution
(our defined worst case), we require at least as many annotations J as
there are histogram bins K, i.e. K ≤ J.
In Section 4.2.1 we measured the error between two sequences: the
beats given the annotations ζγ|a and the annotations given the beats ζa|γ .
Towards the aim of a single all-encompassing beat accuracy value, we retain only one error sequence. The criterion we adopt for selecting between
ζγ|a and ζa|γ is to keep the error sequence with the worst performance (i.e.
highest entropy),
Hmax = max(Hγ|a , Ha|γ )

(4.23)

where Hz|y is the entropy of z given y.
4.2.3

Beat Accuracy

The extracted entropy Hmax , while sufficient to distinguish between good
and bad tracking performance, is not bounded over the 0–100% scale,
which makes comparison with existing evaluation methods difficult. In
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order to obtain an accuracy on the desired 0–100% scale we must transform
the observed entropy value Hmax .
For any Hmax we observe, there will exist some hypothetical rectangular histogram with equivalent entropy. We call this histogram the equivalent entropy rectangular histogram (EERH). We define the EERH to have
P =100 bins in total. Of these, some proportion p will have bin height
yp = 1/P ; the remaining P − p bins will have bin height yp = 0. To
allow for the EERH to have precisely the same entropy, we allow p to take
non-integer values.
Using equation 4.22 an EERH with p non-zero bin heights will have
entropy log(p). To equate Hmax to log(p), under the condition K 6= P , we
scale Hmax to be bounded between 0 and log(P ),
log(p) = Hmax − log(K) + log(P ).

(4.24)

Rearranging for p, we find the more delta-like the EERH (i.e. the greater
the proportion of bins with zero bin-height), the greater the beat accuracy,
such that
p
) × 100%.
(4.25)
P
In beat tracking evaluation, the aim is often to define beat accuracy
acc = (1 −

over a large test database, e.g. [Hainsworth, 2004b; Klapuri et al., 2006;
Davies and Plumbley, 2007a]. For each file in a test database we can
measure beat accuracy using equation 4.25 and then find the mean of
individual accuracy scores for each file. We refer to this as the mean
entropy accuracy and label it µH . However, because the beat error for all
files will be normalised within the [-0.5,0.5] range, we can form a single,
global beat error histogram, which is equivalent to the bin-wise mean of
the individual beat error histograms. The global histogram bin heights
are calculated as
Xk =

M
1 X
xk,m
M m=1

(4.26)

where xk,m is height of the k th bin for the mth file. Given this global
histogram, we can proceed exactly as before to find an alternate measure
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g
of beat tracking accuracy. First, we find the global entropy Hmax
and then

define a global EERH. From this we extract the global entropy accuracy,
which we label gH .
If M =1 in equation 4.26 then, by definition, gh = µh . Because the
entropy calculation in equation 4.22 is blind to the ordering of the bins in
the histogram, this means that as M increases, we can observe individual
beat error histograms xk,m which are peaky and therefore have high µh ,
but lead to a bin-wise average histogram Xk with multiple peaks. This
will lead to a lower value for gh compared to µh . We explore this effect
further in Section 5.2.3.

4.3

Summary

In this chapter we investigated the task of how to evaluate a beat tracking system. In our review of existing methods we examine both subjective
evaluation methods which are based on human judgement of accuracy, and
objective methods which calculate beat accuracy using ground truth annotations. Our analysis of existing objective evaluation methods revealed
two particular weaknesses. The first was a reliance on artificially defined
allowance windows used to determine the accuracy of a single beat. The
second was a need to generate multiple statistics to describe the different
acceptable ways humans tap beats to music. These two limitations became the motivation for a new entropy-based evaluation method which is
not dependent on an allowance window and can provide a single meaningful accuracy value. We investigate the properties of our new evaluation
algorithm in the following chapter, where we also assess the performance
of our beat tracking algorithm, described in Chapter 3.

Chapter 5
Beat Tracking Results
The primary aim of this chapter is to assess the accuracy of our beat
tracking algorithm. We compare it against four state of the art existing
algorithms and a human tapping performance. In addition to investigating
the relative success of each algorithm we also explore the properties of the
entropy-based and continuity-based beat tracking evaluation algorithms
described in Chapter 4. This inevitably leads to a circular problem (or
“evaluation deadlock”), where we require the evaluation algorithms to
gauge the performance of the beat tracker and the beat tracker to assess
the validity of the evaluation algorithm.

5.1

Scope of Evaluation

The test database we use within our evaluation was previously presented
by Hainsworth [2004b]. It contains 222 audio excerpts recorded as mono
waveforms with 16-bit resolution and sampled at 44.1kHz. The database
is divided between the following six musical genres: Rock/Pop (68), Dance
(40), Jazz (40), Folk (22), Classical (30) and Choral (22). Each musical
excerpt is between 30 and 60 seconds in length, with the total length of
the database approximately 3 hours and 20 minutes. For each audio file
the following pieces of meta-data are available:
• average tempo: measured in beats per minute (bpm).
• beat locations: specified in audio samples assuming a 44.1kHz sampling frequency.
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• bar boundaries: the beat locations which correspond to the beginnings of the bars.
• genre label: rock, dance, jazz, folk, classical or choral.
Of most use within this chapter are the beat locations. We use the bar
boundaries in the Section 6.4.
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the annotation of musical signals is an arduous task. The beat locations accompanying each file were first recorded
as audio claps by Hainsworth [2004b]. These were then imported into
Matlab where they were iteratively auditioned and manually corrected
to be perceptually in-time according to the judgement of the annotator.
Both audio and visual cues were used, with the beats realised as percussive
clicks and the locations altered by dragging vertical lines (indicating beats)
over a spectrogram representation of the input signal. The updated beat
locations were then listened to again and, if necessary, corrected further
[Hainsworth, 2004a].
We compare the performance of our causal and non-causal beat tracking implementations, labelled DP (distinguished by the suffix (C) or (NC)
when necessary), against the following approaches:
• The causal and non-causal beat trackers of Klapuri et al [2006], which
we label KEA
• The 2006 implementation of Dixon’s beat tracker [Dixon, 2006a]
• Ellis [2006]
• Hainsworth [2004b].
To allow an informal comparison between human tapping ability and
the computational approaches whose aim it is to emulate this behaviour,
we include the tapping data from a human subject with some musical
experience (the author). The human beat taps were manually entered as
keyboard taps within a version of the open-source audio editor Wavesurfer
[Gouyon et al., 2004] customised for audio annotation. In contrast to the
ground truth annotations, no manual correction of the individual tapped
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Beat Tracker

McKacc (%)

Dixon

57.5

DP

57.1

KEA

56.4

Ellis

55.2

Brossier

39.1

Table 5.1: Audio Beat Tracking results within MIREX 2006 [McKinney, 2006a]
for the following beat tracking algorithms: Dixon [2006a], Ellis [2006], KEA
[Klapuri et al., 2006], our approach DP and Brossier [2006]. The McKacc evaluation method is described in Section 4.1.2.

beats was permitted. A systematic latency in the tapping process was
compensated for by adding a 20ms constant to each beat time.
Of the implementations chosen, two were freely available open source
implementations: Dixon’s Java compiled BeatRoot software (2006 version) [Dixon, 2006a]; Ellis’ source code was available as part of a cover
song detection algorithm [Ellis, 2006; Ellis and Polliner, 2007]. We are
grateful to Klapuri et al [2006] who made their source code available, and
to Hainsworth [2004b] for providing the beat locations estimated by his
algorithm for each file in the database.

5.2
5.2.1

Results
MIREX 2006 Audio Beat Tracking Results

Our beat tracker (DP), KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006], Dixon [2006a], Ellis
[2006] and Brossier’s real-time implementation of our approach [Brossier,
2006] were entered into the 2006 MIREX Audio Beat Tracking contest
[McKinney, 2006a]. Each algorithm was evaluated using McKinney’s evaluation method, as described in Section 4.1.2, over a private 160 excerpt
test database provided by the contest organiser [McKinney, 2006a]. Initial
results are summarised in Table 5.1. More detailed analysis on the performance of the algorithms [McKinney et al., 2007] has revealed no statistical
significance between the four most accurate algorithms.
Due to the possibility of future MIREX beat tracking contests and
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for copyright reasons, the test data was unavailable for use within our
evaluation. We now assess the performance of: KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006],
Dixon [2006a], Ellis [2006], Hainsworth [2004b] and the human tapping
data using the continuity-based approach [Hainsworth, 2004b; Klapuri
et al., 2006; Davies and Plumbley, 2007a], after which we employ our
new entropy-based method, as described in Section 4.2. The performance
of Brossier’s real-time implementation [Brossier, 2006] can be considered
similar to the causal performance of our beat tracker .
5.2.2

Continuity-based Results

Beat tracking performance for each of the algorithms and human tapping
are shown in Table 5.2 under four accuracy values (CMLc , CMLt , AMLc
and AMLt from Section 4.1.2) for the continuity-based approach.
Of the beat tracking algorithms, we find that the non-causal KEA approach [Klapuri et al., 2006] is the most accurate under each of the four
continuity metrics, however the difference between KEA and our noncausal approach (DP) is never more than 2%. When looking at the causal
implementations, we find, somewhat unsurprisingly, that performance is
reduced for both algorithms. Again the KEA approach is slightly more
accurate than our own implementation. Despite the imposition of causality, where future beats must be predicted based solely on past evidence in
the input, both KEA and DP are more accurate than all of the remaining
non-causal algorithms, those of Dixon [2006a], Ellis [2006] and Hainsworth
[2004b].
When looking at the performance of each of the algorithms under the
different continuity measures, we find that overall performance is least
consistent under the strictest measure, where continuity is required and
tapping must be at the annotated metrical level (CMLc ). Performance is
closest when continuity is not required and the beats may be tapped at
the allowed metrical levels (AMLt ). Therefore if we consider accurate beat
tracking to be the result of agreement with the annotator over metrical
level and for beats to be continuously consistent over one extended period
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Beat

CMLc

CMLt

AMLc

AMLt

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

DP

49.0

57.7

62.5

76.1

KEA

52.9

60.2

65.7

76.8

Human

52.8

81.2

57.4

87.7

DP

55.8

62.4

68.8

78.6

KEA

56.0

62.7

70.2

80.3

Dixon

38.4

49.8

52.4

74.7

Ellis

26.1

32.5

48.2

72.5

Hainsworth

38.4

45.0

59.4

68.9

Causal

Non-causal

Table 5.2: Comparison of beat tracking performance using continuity-based
evaluation metric. Causal analysis – DP, KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006] and Human
data; Non-causal analysis – DP, KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006], Dixon [2006a], Ellis
[2006] and Hainsworth [2004b].

(CMLc ), then the KEA and DP approaches can be deemed the most accurate. If instead, we define beat tracking accuracy in terms of tapping at a
meaningful related metrical level, where the occasional misplaced beat is
not of great importance (AMLt ), then there is far less to choose between
the competing algorithms.
For the beat tracking algorithms, we find that the relaxation of the continuity requirement (CMLt ) leads to less of an improvement over CMLc ,
than allowing beats to be tapped at the allowed metrical levels with continuity still required (AMLc ). We should be aware that this is not a
requirement. We cannot state that AMLc ≥ CMLt is always true. An example of where AMLc < CMLt can be found by inspection of the Human
tapping performance in Table 5.2. We also find that CMLc appears very
closely related to AMLc , and similarly for CMLt and AMLt . From these
results we can infer that, unlike the beat tracking algorithms, the Human
tapper is far more adversely affected by the continuity constraint than
by the requirement of tapping beats at the annotated metrical level. A
possible explanation for this behaviour would be that although consistent
in terms of tempo, the localisation of the Human tapped beats was often
poor enough to break the continuity requirement. This would lead to few
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cases with very high accuracy for CMLc or AMLc , but many with high
CMLt and AMLt .
When comparing the Human performance to the algorithmic approaches, we find that the Human tapper does not have the highest beat
tracking accuracy scores under all continuity-based conditions. When continuity is required, the Human is less accurate than both the non-causal
KEA beat tracker and our approach, but much more so when this requirement is relaxed.
The results presented in Table 5.2 only account for one fixed allowance
window size, defined by θ = 0.175 from conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in Section 4.1.2, where each window is ± 17.5% of the inter-annotation-interval.
Since beat tracking accuracy entirely depends on the width of this allowance window, we cannot conclusively say that the Human performance
is worse than the computational beat trackers, nor make any firm conclusions about the beat trackers themselves, without first examining beat
tracking performance over a range of θ. In Figure 5.1 we show the performance of each of the non-causal algorithms and Human tapping with
the width of the allowance window θ increasing from ± 2.5% around each
annotation to ± 50%.
From Figure 5.1 we can see the greatest variation in performance between the algorithms occurs when the correct metrical level is required
(CMLc and CMLt ), in Figures 5.1(a) and (b). The most consistency between algorithms occurs when the metrical level is not specified and the
continuity relaxed (AMLt ), in Figure 5.1(d). This pattern is consistent
with the results in Table 5.2, where θ = ± 17.5%, and persists across the
range of θ values in Figure 5.1. Perhaps most striking outcome of measuring beat tracking performance as a function of θ concerns the trace of
Human beat tracking accuracy for CMLc and CMLt in Figures 5.1(a) and
(b). As θ exceeds 20%, the Human tapping performance clearly becomes
the most accurate; a result which is not visible from Table 5.2.
Beneath the Human plot, we can also observe exactly how close the
performance of our approach (DP) is to the KEA beat tracker [Klapuri
et al., 2006] over all values of θ and under each of the four accuracy
measures. We can verify that the two approaches are not identical by
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of non-causal beat tracking for our approach DP, KEA
[Klapuri et al., 2006], Dixon [2006a], Ellis [2006], Hainsworth [2004b] and the
Human tapping performance as a function of the acceptance window θ. Correct
metrical level with continuity required (a). Correct metrical level without continuity (b). Allowed metrical levels with continuity required (c) and Allowed
metrical levels without continuity requirement (d).

examining performance when the test database is grouped by musical
genre. Genre-dependent performance for each of the beat trackers and
human data is shown for CMLc in Table 5.3 and for AMLt in Table 5.4.
Here we see that performance between KEA and DP is very similar
under the Dance and Rock categories. However, for Jazz music our approach outperforms KEA, with the converse true for Folk and Classical.
Comparing the difference between the Ellis beat tracker in Table 5.3 and
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Beat
Causal

Non-causal

Dance

Rock

Jazz

Folk

Classical

Choral

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

DP

68.6

71.2

45.4

30.9

20.5

8.0

KEA

74.4

73.3

37.7

48.1

37.5

4.0

Human

67.6

63.4

44.1

55.3

36.1

29.1

DP

74.6

79.3

51.4

38.4

31.1

8.3

KEA

76.8

78.2

39.2

52.6

40.7

4.0

Dixon

57.8

49.7

47.4

19.7

15.9

1.5

Ellis

35.1

34.9

21.1

20.1

19.6

7.2

Hainsworth

57.5

55.4

29.4

20.2

22.4

7.2

Table 5.3: Breakdown of performance across musical genre: Causal analysis –
DP, KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006] and Human data; Non-causal analysis – DP,
KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006], Dixon [2006a], Ellis [2006]and Hainsworth [2004b].
Results are measured at the correct metrical level with continuity required
(CMLc ).

Table 5.4 we see that under CMLc , it performs quite poorly, while under AMLt , the performance is now competitive with respect to the other
beat tracking algorithms. A reason for this difference in results might be
a tendency for the Ellis tracker to consistently tap twice as fast as the
annotations.
None of the beat tracking algorithms were able to reliably find the beats
in the Choral examples with only the Human tapper showing moderate
success. The ineptitude of the beat trackers when analysing Choral music
is not too surprising. Regardless of the specific beat tracking approach,
eventually all of the automatic beat trackers rely on the extraction of
some clear periodic feature from the audio, e.g. onset locations or peaks
in an onset detection function. This information is notably absent from
the Choral examples which are not characterised by clear onsets or the
repetition of events at beat like intervals (e.g. every 500ms). Despite the
lack of these more prominent beat cues, the Human tapper and annotator
did agree on 29.1% of beats for CMLc and over 60% for AMLt , as shown
in Table 5.4.
We can also observe that for the Dance category, if we do not specify
the metrical level or enforce the continuity requirement (AMLt ), then the
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Beat
Causal

Non-causal

Dance

Rock

Jazz

Folk

Classical

Choral

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

DP

97.9

88.1

78.7

67.9

54.3

26.1

KEA

91.9

86.9

79.9

71.5

69.3

27.9

Human

94.5

92.3

89.9

90.1

80.1

62.0

DP

98.7

88.6

86.9

70.2

63.0

24.9

KEA

94.1

92.0

82.0

76.7

74.3

28.0

Dixon

97.6

88.0

84.8

59.3

52.7

20.3

Ellis

89.4

82.6

68.6

70.9

70.5

22.2

Hainsworth

91.3

77.0

74.1

49.2

60.7

24.8

Table 5.4: Breakdown of performance across musical genre: Causal analysis –
DP, KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006] and Human data; Non-causal analysis – DP,
KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006], Dixon [2006a], Ellis [2006] and Hainsworth [2004b].
Results are measured at the allowed metrical levels with the continuity requirement relaxed (AMLt ).

beat tracking problem is effectively solved, with all algorithms scoring over
89% accuracy. The performance under CMLc is less convincing, but this is
perhaps more to do with tempo induction than beat tracking, where each
of the beat trackers could consistently track something beat-like in the
audio, even if this wasn’t at the exact annotated tempo. Given that most
Dance examples had totally fixed (mechanical) tempo, this is perhaps not
the most challenging tracking problem, since it can be completely solved
with two parameters, the correct tempo and beat alignment.
5.2.3

Entropy-based Results

As an alternative to the continuity-based evaluation method used above,
we presented a new entropy-based approach in Section 4.2. Beat tracking
accuracy was measured in terms of the entropy of a beat error histogram.
Within our derivation we proposed two different accuracy values: µh , the
mean of the individual entropy accuracies for each of the excerpts within
the test database; and gh , the entropy accuracy calculated from a single,
global beat error histogram derived from multiple musical excerpts. The
derivations of each accuracy value are given in Section 4.2.3.
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Beat

gh

µh

µh − gh

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

DP

37.9

65.8

27.8

KEA

45.4

70.4

25.0

Human

54.6

69.8

15.2

DP

43.6

68.6

25.0

KEA

47.1

71.8

24.7

Dixon

34.5

66.0

31.5

Ellis

19.2

64.7

45.5

Hainsworth

31.9

63.6

31.7

Causal

Non-causal

Table 5.5: Comparison of beat tracking performance using entropy-based evaluation metric. Causal analysis – DP, KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006] and Human
data; Non-causal analysis – DP, KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006], Dixon [2006a], Ellis
[2006] and Hainsworth [2004b].

Results for the beat tracking algorithms and human tapping performance using our entropy-based evaluation method are shown in Table
5.5. Overall the KEA non-causal and causal approaches [Klapuri et al.,
2006] score highest with µh . Our non-causal approach is the next most
accurate beat tracking algorithm.
Referring to the gh column we find that the Human tapper is most accurate. Comparing the difference between the best and worst performing
beat trackers under each accuracy value, we see a wider range of values
for gh than for µh under which there is little to choose between any of
the algorithms. Within the continuity-based evaluation, we saw a similar
trend, where performance under CMLc was far more varied than under
AMLt . Just as we could say that AMLt ≥ CMLc , we can make a similar
statement for entropy-based evaluation, where µh ≥ gh . As we showed in
Section 4.2.3 the trivial condition under which µh = gh occurs when just
a single musical excerpt is evaluated. Evaluating more than just a single file increases the possibility of disagreement between the beat tracker
and annotator over the metrical level or phase at which the beats are
tapped. While these cases may lead to peaky individual beat error histograms with low entropy and therefore high µh accuracy, the combination
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of the individual beat error histograms into one global histogram will be
characterised by multiple peaks, leading to lower gh accuracy. In practice,
we should always expect gh to be lower than µh , however the proximity
of gh to µh can informally indicate the extent to which a beat tracker is
making a consistent interpretation of the annotations.
From Table 5.5 we see the largest difference between gh and µh is for
the Ellis algorithm [Ellis, 2006] and smallest for the Human tapper. In
terms of the beat error histograms themselves, we should expect, for close
gh and µh , that the global histogram is a good estimate of the typical
histogram on any individual file. Conversely, when gh and µh are far
apart, the global histogram is more likely to represent the combination of
several differently shaped histograms, for example: tapping at the correct
tempo and phase; tapping at the correct tempo but on the off-beat; and
tapping at twice or half the annotated tempo.
Although the formation of the global beat error histogram is an intermediary stage in the calculation of gh , it is also a useful means to
visualise beat tracking performance. We now examine the properties of
the beat error histograms for each of the beat tracking algorithms over
the test database, shown in Figure 5.2. Comparing the Human tapper
(Figure 5.2(h)) and Ellis’ algorithm [Ellis, 2006] (Figure 5.2(g)) we see
two very different histograms. The histogram of the Human tapper has
a wide central peak, with very little evidence of tapping on the off-beat
or at twice the annotated metrical level. Ellis’ histogram [Ellis, 2006]
(Figure 5.2(g)) however has two main peaks, much closer in height than
the Human histogram. Additionally there is a more visible noise floor,
representing tapping that was not consistently related to the annotations.
This underlying shape is also present in the histograms of the other beat
tracking algorithms, but with a higher and tighter central peak (equivalent
to an error close to zero). In Table 5.5, the non-causal and causal KEA
algorithms [Klapuri et al., 2006] were found to be most accurate under µh
and second only to the Human tapper using gh . Within the plots of beat
error histograms, we see the KEA histograms have the highest central
peaks (Figures 5.2(c) and (d)), both of which are marginally higher than
those of our non-causal and causal beat tracker (Figures 5.2(a) and (b)).
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Figure 5.2: Beat error histograms mapped onto the unit circle: (a) DP (noncausal); (b) DP (causal); (c) KEA (non-causal) [Klapuri et al., 2006]; (d) KEA
(causal) [Klapuri et al., 2006]; (e) Dixon [2006a]; (f) Hainsworth [2004b]; (g)
Ellis [2006]; (h) Human.
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Figure 5.3: Bar charts comparing DP (NC), DP(C), KEA (NC) [Klapuri et al.,
2006], KEA (C) [Klapuri et al., 2006], Dixon [2006a], Hainsworth [2004b], Ellis
[2006] and Human for (a) gh entropy accuracy and (b) µh entropy accuracy.

Again we can observe genre-related differences between our approach
and the KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006] algorithm, as shown in Figures 5.3(a)
and (b). As with the genre-dependent results from the continuity-based
analysis in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 we find that the Human tapper is most
consistent, and the only beat tracker able to contend with Choral music.
Referring back to Table 5.5 we postulated that when the difference
between the gh and µh was small, the global beat error histogram could
be considered a good estimate of the beat tracking performance on an individual file. Figure 5.4 shows the genre-dependent beat error histograms
for each of the beat trackers. In contrast to each of the beat tracking algorithms, the histograms of the Human tapper are indeed most consistent
in shape across each of the genres. The complete failure of all of the beat
trackers on the Choral examples is even more evident here, as all but the
histogram for Human tapper are practically uniform.

et al., 2006]; (d) KEA (causal) [Klapuri et al., 2006]; (e) Dixon [2006a]; (f) Hainsworth [2004b]; (g) Ellis [2006]; (h) Human.

Figure 5.4: Beat error histograms across musical genre: (a) DP (non-causal); (b) DP (causal); (c) KEA (non-causal) [Klapuri
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Entropy vs Continuity-based Evaluation

Using the µh measure, the most accurate instance of beat tracking occurs
when one of the excerpts from the Dance genre is analysed by the noncausal KEA algorithm [Klapuri et al., 2006]. The recorded µh accuracy
is 92.2% compared to the corresponding CMLc value of 100%. In our
derivation of the entropy-based evaluation, accuracy is determined from
the width of the equivalent entropy rectangular histogram. Therefore
an accuracy greater than 92% can be considered equivalent to all beats
occurring within a ±4% window around the annotations.
For the strictest continuity-based measure, CMLc beats are considered
100% accurate if they all occur within a ±17.5% allowance window and
if the local tempo does not vary by more than 17.5%. The local tempo
aspect of this calculation is important because it prevents beats occurring
at alternative extremities of these windows, i.e. 17.5% early, followed by
17.5% late. In this case the local tempo would vary by 35% = 17.5% × 2,
twice the prescribed limit of 17.5%. Therefore to guarantee a sequence of
beats will score 100% at CMLc , i.e. the worst case of continuously accurate
tapping, then all beats must occur within ±8.75% of the annotations. This
raises two important issues. The first is that, by inspection of an individual
beat error histogram, we can determine whether or not the beats would
be assigned a CMLc score of 100% by seeing if all the non-zero bins in
the histogram were between ±8.75%. Secondly the CMLc approach can
provide no further information about the accuracy of the beats once they
are inside this ±8.75% window.
When considering our entropy-based approach, the theoretically most
accurate case corresponds to the situation where all beats occur within
one bin width of the annotations. By taking a 40 bin histogram, this
corresponds to an allowance window of ± 1.25%, which is considerably
smaller than the ±17.5% window for the continuity-based approaches. In
this instance, using equation 4.25 the maximum value for µh would be
97.5%. To achieve µh = 99.9% would require all beats within one bin of
a 1000 bin histogram. In practice µh =100% is unattainable, and as such
our approach will never be limited by the threshold defining an allowance
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window.
When using the continuity-based measures our algorithm is largely indistinguishable from the KEA method. However when using the entropybased approaches, we find that the difference is more pronounced, as the
causal KEA method is more accurate than our non-causal beat tracker.
Put simply, the beats of the KEA system are better localised to the annotations than our own system, and should therefore be considered more
accurate. This gain in accuracy comes at a price. The KEA system has
been shown to be in the order of 10 times slower than our beat tracker
[Davies and Plumbley, 2007a].

5.3

Summary

In this chapter we explored the performance of our beat tracking algorithm in comparison to four published algorithms and the performance of
a Human tapper. Results calculated from a large annotated test database
revealed our approach to be equivalent to the best performing algorithm
and more successful than other existing algorithms. We also compared the
properties of our entropy-based evaluation method to the commonly used
continuity-based method described in Chapter 4. We found that our approach was able to capture different aspects of beat tracking performance,
including precise localisation of beats to annotations and the consistency
of agreement with the annotator in terms of metrical level and phase.
In the context of our proposed system for automatic rhythmic accompaniment, we have demonstrated our approach to be equivalent to the
state of the art for beat tracking. We consider this to be sufficient justification for its use as the basis for further rhythmic analysis. While the
accuracy of our beat tracker is not yet at the level of human tapping, we
propose methods for improving performance which are specific to our goal
of musical accompaniment in the following chapter.

Chapter 6
Towards Rhythmic Accompaniment
Towards the aim of automatic accompaniment, we extend our analysis
beyond the extraction of beat times to address two further aspects of musical rhythm. These correspond to the extraction of bar boundaries and
a predominant rhythmic pattern from an input audio signal. We combine
the extracted bar boundaries and predominant rhythmic pattern with the
beat times to demonstrate a form of ‘deterministic’ automatic accompaniment driven entirely by the rhythmic information extracted from the
input audio signal. An overview of the system is shown in Figure 6.1.
To identify the bar boundaries we measure the dissimilarity between
beat-synchronous spectral frames, selecting the downbeats as those beats
which consistently lead to most spectral change. To extract a predominant
rhythmic pattern we follow Dixon et al [2004], by clustering bar length
segments from the onset detection function input representation. Analysis
may be performed both causally or non-causally.
To evaluate the properties of our rhythmic analysis, we explore the
performance of our base-line beat tracking system (from Chapter 3) where
no prior knowledge of the input signal is provided. We then illustrate the
potential for improvement once prior knowledge is incorporated into the
beat tracker, for which we present two examples: i) the use of a wellchosen onset detection function, adapted to the properties of the input
signal and ii) a suitable initialisation, where an estimate of the tempo and
phase of the beats are provided. The inclusion of this prior knowledge
into the beat tracker leads to improvement well beyond the current state
of the art, when evaluated both under the continuity based criteria and
our entropy-based evaluation method.
110
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Figure 6.1: (a) Flow chart showing system overview for generating percussive accompaniment, (b) Input audio signal, (c) Onset detection function, (d)
Beat locations, (e) Bar boundaries, (f) Predominant rhythmic pattern and (g)
Rhythmic accompaniment bar template.

6.1

Background

The estimation of beat times from audio signals is a two-stage process
involving the identification of a periodicity indicative of the tempo, and
a phase (or alignment) which provides the specific locations of beats. For
beat tracking, this analysis can be performed simultaneously using comb
filters [Scheirer, 1998; Klapuri et al., 2006] or, as in our beat tracking
model, the beats can be estimated from two separate tasks: one to find
the beat period and a second to find the beat alignment. When moving
up the metrical hierarchy to consider bar boundaries the same two-part
problem exists. We must find a periodicity to indicate the number of
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beats per bar and a phase providing the location of the start of each
bar, known as the downbeat [Jehan, 2005], – equivalent to the ‘1’, when
counting the beats of the bar (e.g. ‘1’,‘2’,‘3’,‘1’,‘2’,‘3’ when counting the
beats of a waltz). At first sight, we might assume that this task should be
no more complicated than beat tracking, merely with a longer periodicity.
However, in comparison to the ever-increasing number of methods for beat
tracking, far fewer exist for bar tracking. The principle difficulty is not
in the extraction of the periodicity, but in robustly finding the downbeat
[Dixon et al., 2004; Klapuri et al., 2006].
The simpler of the two tasks, that of finding the bar level periodicity, is
related to extracting the time-signature of the musical signal. More specifically it indicates the numerator, defining the number of denominatorlength events per bar, (e.g. for a piece in 5/4 time, there are five crotchets
per bar). Existing methods for time-signature estimation range from a
simple classification between duple and triple metre as in our beat tracking system (see Section 3.7.1) to a more formal specification. The theme
of autocorrelation is central to all approaches, where the repetition of
groups of events (e.g. bars or phrases) leads to our perception of the metrical structure above the beat level. We now provide a brief overview of
several existing methods.
6.1.1

Time-signature Estimation

To identify time-signature from musical scores and MIDI performances,
Brown [1993] generates a narrowed autocorrelation function from a perceptually weighted onset sequence. To give greater emphasis to longer
musical events in the autocorrelation function (ACF), the height of each
impulse in the onset sequence is scaled to reflect the inter-onset-interval
(IOI). The bar level periodicity is extracted as the peak in the narrowed
autocorrelation function which is larger than all preceding peaks and subsequent peaks up to twice its period. The time-signature is determined
to be correct if this peak in the autocorrelation function matches the expected location given a notated musical score. In a similar context to
tempo ambiguity in beat tracking evaluation, Brown also permits half of
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the bar level periodicity as a correct interpretation, e.g. finding 2/4 for a
4/4 piece.
A limitation of Brown’s approach is that no attempt is made to extract
numeric values for the numerator and denominator of the time-signature.
This would be a simple extension to Brown’s method, if the denominator
of the time-signature (i.e. the beat level) was also extracted from the
autocorrelation function. However no details for this task are provided.
Toiviainen and Eerola [2006] extend the approach of Brown [1993] by
undertaking a more formal analysis of time-signature over a large database
of Finnish folk melodies. The data is in the form of MIDI files, and covers
a range of nine time-signatures (2/4, 3/2, 3/4, 3/8, 4/1, 4/2, 4/4, 6/4 and
6/8). They investigate the effect of taking the autocorrelation function
(using a 16th note time resolution) of six variants of accent signal derived
from MIDI note values and onset information. These include a baseline
autocorrelation function, Brown’s IOI-weighted ACF [Brown, 1993] and
four forms of melodic accent signal. In contrast to Brown, Toiviainen and
Eerola find the unweighted autocorrelation function able to provide the
most reliable information regarding time-signature.
Uhle et al [2004] use autocorrelation to extract time-signature from
audio signals. The first stage in their algorithm is to perform a structural segmentation to separate the audio into unlabelled regions likely to
correspond to verse and chorus. Within each region they calculate the autocorrelation function of an energy-based onset detection function, from
which the first (non-zero lag) peak is identified as the tatum period. A
second autocorrelation function is generated using a time-warped tatum
grid, where tatum increments are matched to peaks in the original ACF.
This secondary ACF is then compared to a set of metrical templates,
representing various tempi and time-signatures, where the best matching
template (by means of two-way mismatch error [Maher and Beauchamp,
1994]) is used to infer the time-signature within each structural segment.
If an overall estimate of time-signature is required, a voting mechanism
between segments can provide the predominant time-signature.
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Gouyon and Herrera [2003] simplify the task of time-signature extraction by classifying between duple and triple time in audio signals by examining periodicity in beat segment descriptors. Using beat locations derived
in a semi-automatic manner, they extract a variety of low-level descriptors (including energy, standard deviation, spectral flatness and temporal
centroid) which are averaged over beat-centred analysis frames. By taking
the autocorrelation function of these features, and comparing the energy
in the ACF at lags of 2,4 and 8 beats (for duple time) to 3 and 6 beats (for
triple time), they report 95% correct classification. The feature found to
discriminate most strongly between duple and triple time was ‘temporal
centroid’, the temporal centre of gravity of the beat length frame [Herrera
et al., 2002], which, when used alone, led to 90% correct classification. A
graphical representation of temporal centroid, comparing duple and triple
time on their test database suggests a tendency for a greater proportion
of energy to occur before the beat for duple time (i.e. a positive centroid value) with the converse true for triple time. However no musical
justification is provided for the relevance of this feature.
6.1.2

Extracting Downbeats

In addition to the bar level periodicity, the extraction of the bar boundaries
from a musical signal requires analysis of the bar level phase. Although
comparatively little work has been undertaken compared to the task of
beat tracking, several different formulations of the problem exist. We now
provide an overview.
Allan [2004] presents a generic approach to metrical analysis, whose
aim is to find the metrical level directly above a lower (annotated) metrical level based on recurrence of spectrally similar segments in the input.
As such, Allan’s approach is not restricted to finding downbeats alone; it
can be used recursively from the sub-beat level to give bar lines and (periodic) segment boundaries, provided the lowest metrical level is known a
priori. Each subsequent higher metrical level is identified by measuring
the Euclidean distance between grouped beat length spectral segments
at incremental offsets. The beat grouping and offset with the minimum
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distance (i.e. most similar) is extracted as the next metrical level. The
success of Allan’s approach is dependent both on a (spectrally) repetitive
structure at each metrical level and the accuracy of the annotated metrical
level from which all subsequent levels are derived.
The reliance on prior knowledge of the input is not unique to Allan’s
method. Jehan [2005] adopts a style-specific training approach to finding
downbeats in audio signals. A supervised training stage where downbeats
are hand labelled from the output of Jehan’s beat tracker [Jehan, 2004]
is used to derive a Support Vector Machine (SVM) able to classify the
bar position of short term spectral segments in the range 0 to M, where
M is the number of beats per bar and 0 represents the downbeat. At
present Jehan has only applied his model to music in 4/4, hence M = 4.
The absolute derivative of this bar position sequence is shown to spike
at downbeat locations. The predictive performance of the algorithm is
demonstrated over two specific difficult musical cases: a syncopated funk
song; and a rhythmically complex piece of Brazilian music. A thorough
quantitative evaluation of the downbeat model is not presented.
Similarly to Jehan [2005], Goto [2001] restricts his analysis to music with a 4/4 time-signature, and to avoid ambiguity additionally requires a fixed tempo within the range of 61–120 bpm. Goto presents two
approaches to downbeat estimation: for percussive music, automatically
detected kick and snare drum events are compared to pre-defined rhythmic pattern templates; for non-percussive music, the peaks of short-term
spectral frames (band-limited to 1kHz) are extracted and summed together into beat length segments, where the chord change possibilities at
the quarter and eighth note levels are used to infer higher level metrical
structure.
Klapuri et al [2006] propose a metre tracking system which uses comb
filter analysis within a probabilistic framework to simultaneously track
three metrical levels: the tatum, tactus (beat) and bar level. The phase
of bar level events, i.e. downbeats, are identified by matching rhythmic
pattern templates to a mid-level representation calculated in four parallel
sub-bands, where most emphasis is given to the lowest of these bands. In
contrast to the approaches of Allan [2004], Jehan [2005] and Goto [2001],
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Klapuri et al’s approach is not restricted by tempo, time-signature or the
reliance on hand annotated beat locations. Their method has also been
tested on a large annotated database with examples exhibiting tempo
change. We therefore consider this approach as representative of the current state of the art for downbeat extraction.
6.1.3

Downbeat Applications

One of the earliest cited potential applications for automatically extracted
bar boundaries came from Chafe et al [1982] who proposed the concept of
an ‘intelligent’ audio editor, able to interpret musical instructions, where
the task of bar (measure) finding was considered particularly challenging
In the barely imaginable category might be “start [playback] at
the 17th measure” [Chafe et al., 1982].
While this is entirely possible within MIDI sequencer software, it remains a significant challenge for unrestricted audio signals. Towards this
aim we intend to incorporate our downbeat extraction model within the
audio visualisation and annotation tool, Sonic-Visualiser [Cannam et al.,
2006] in addition to our beat tracker which is already available as a plugin.
A further application of downbeat extraction would be as an intermediate stage within some larger scale music analysis task. Dixon et al
[2004] use bar boundaries extracted in a semi-automatic manner within
a rhythmic genre classification task for ballroom dance music. The incorporation of a robust bar boundary detection algorithm would remove
the requirement for a human to hand annotate the initial estimates of
the bar boundaries. This would enable fully automatic operation and the
potential application to much larger musical databases.
A common theme among many of the downbeat algorithms, including
our approach (which we present in Section 6.2), is the dependency between
the extracted downbeats and a sequence of previously extracted (or annotated [Allan, 2004]) beat times. A potential application for a downbeat
method which could operate independently of a beat tracker, would be to
derive beat locations in a top-down manner. Jehan’s approach [London,
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2006] is one such example, which only incorporates beat tracking during
the training stage. Once this is complete, future downbeats from unseen
input signals are predicted from an onset based segmentation with no attempt to extract the beat times. As with the method of Dixon et al [2004]
the reliance on human interaction within the training stage prevents the
automatic top-down extraction of beats from being realised within Jehan’s
current system [Jehan, 2005].
Whiteley et al [2007] present a fully automatic probabilistic approach
to finding downbeats, tempo and classifying rhythmic pattern (between
duple and triple time). Their method is driven by a bar pointer (similar
to Jehan [2005]) which indicates the current time location within each
bar and whose velocity indicates the tempo. The model has yet to be
tested on unrestricted polyphonic audio; the analysis has been limited to
MIDI input signals either of solo piano performance or entirely percussive
signals.
The alternative to using the bar boundaries as part of a top-down process, is within a bottom-up process. Just as we might use beat times to
infer bar boundaries, we could similarly use bar boundaries within a higher
level structural segmentation task [Ong, 2006] to find the boundaries between intro and verse, verse and chorus, chorus and verse etc. Despite the
increased use of beat tracking as a low level temporal segmentation within
this task [Levy et al., 2006; Bartsch and Wakefield, 2001], to our knowledge, only one example of using bar boundaries exists, that of Paulus and
Klapuri [2006] whose approach is based on Klapuri et al’s metre analysis
system [Klapuri et al., 2006].

6.2

Downbeat Extraction

Our approach to finding bar boundaries relies heavily on the analysis undertaken by our beat tracker (see Chapter 3). Given a previously extracted
sequence of beat times γ and an estimate of the number of beats per bar T ,
we reduce the task of detecting bar boundaries to one of finding the phase
of the bar-level periodicity, and hence the position of the downbeat. By
assuming that no changes in time-signature occur throughout the signal,
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we can use a single estimate for the downbeat to appropriately subsample
the sequence of beats γb leaving only the downbeats γd . The analysis takes
two parts. First we define a suitable spectral representation at the beat
time scale. We then measure the degree of spectral dissimilarity between
beat-synchronous frames, identifying the downbeats as those beats leading
to most consistent spectral change.
6.2.1

A Beat-synchronous Spectral Representation

We partition the input signal s(n), sampled at fs = 44.1kHz, into beat
length segments sb (n). To retain the perceptually important lower end
of the spectrum [Goto, 2001] we resample the beat segments sb (n) at
fs′ = (fs /32) ≈ 1.4kHz. Informal experiments suggest that the precise
spectral range is not critical, so for convenience we downsample the audio
by a factor of 32. We then find the magnitude spectrum Sb (k) of the bth
band-limited beat segment

Sb (k) =

1
N

PN

n=1

|wb (n)sb (n)e−j

2πnk
N

| k = 0, . . . , K − 1

(6.1)

where wb (n) is a beat length Hanning window. To account for varying beat
length segments, we fix K = 1024 which leads to a frequency resolution
of less than 1.5Hz per bin. This resolution is low enough to discriminate
between all but the lowest pitched events (e.g. those below A1 = 55Hz
at fs = 1.4kHz and K = 1024). We do not attempt to extract any note
values or chord-like structures from this spectral representation; however,
to reduce the contribution of the least significant spectral components, we
employ an adaptive moving mean threshold as we applied to the onset
detection function Γ(m) prior to calculating its autocorrelation function
(see Section 3.6.1). We calculate an adaptive, moving mean threshold
S̄b (k)
S̄b (k) = mean{Sb (q)} k −

κ
2

≤q≤k+

κ
2

(6.2)

where the width of window κ = 32 spectral bins. We then subtract S̄b (k)
from Sb (k) and half-wave rectify the output, to give a modified spectral
frame S̃b (k)
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S̃b (k) = HW R Sb (k) − S̄b (k) .

(6.3)

To explore the importance of harmonic change for detecting bar boundaries [Goto and Muraoka, 1997b], we also investigate the use of three
further beat-synchronous spectral representations: (i) a constant-Q spectrogram [Brown, 1991]; (ii) a 36 bin chromagram; and (iii) a 12 bin chromagram [Bello and Pickens, 2005].
The constant-Q transform is related to the linear frequency Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT), but uses a variable window length N (k) to
provide frequency-dependent spectral resolution matched to each desired
frequency fk . The magnitude of the beat-synchronous constant-Q spectrum is calculated as

(cq)

Sb (k) =
where

PN (k)−1
n=0

|w(k, n)sb (n)e−j2πfk n | k = 1, . . . , Gβ1

k

fk = 2 β1 fmin

(6.4)

(6.5)

and w(k, n) is a frequency-dependent Hanning window. To provide a
similar spectral range to Sb (k), which is band-limited to approximately
700Hz, we set fmin = 110Hz (A2) and span G = 3 octaves to fmax =
880Hz (A5). The constant-Q spectrogram has no information below a
lower limit frequency fmin , meaning it will not contain any information
regarding any metrically meaningful percussive events (e.g. from a kick
drum [Goto, 2001]) which might occur below fmin .
We follow Bello and Pickens [2005] who calculate a constant-Q transform with β1 = 36 bins per octave, giving a total of Gβ1 = 108 spectral
bins. Each analysis window N (k) is chosen to allow Q complete cycles of
each fk at sampling rate fs′ ,
N (k) =
where

fs′ Q
fk

(6.6)
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1
fk
≈ 51.
(6.7)
= 1
δfk
2 β1 − 1
Due to the extensive downsampling, it may be possible that some sb (n)
Q=

will have fewer audio samples than the longer windows N (k) require. To
compensate for any missing data in sb (n), we zero pad sb (n) accordingly.
From the constant-Q spectrogram we extract a 36 bin chromagram repre(ch,β1)

sentation Sb

(k) [Bello and Pickens, 2005], by summing the octaves of

the constant-Q spectrogram to form a single octave representation of the
harmonic content of the signal
(ch,β1 )

Sb

(k) =

PG−1
g=0

(cq)

Sb (k + gβ1 ) k = 1, . . . , β1 .

(6.8)

Setting β1 = 36 gives 3 bins per semitone on the equal tempered scale,
which is sufficient to correct any variation in tuning. The 36 bin chromagram may be reduced further to form a 12 bin chromagram by summing
across the bins of each semitone
β

(ch,β2 )

Sb

(k) =

P β12 k

(ch,β1 )

β

j= β1 (k−1)+1

Sb

(j) k = 1, . . . , β2

(6.9)

2

where β2 = 12 gives the number of chromagram bins. Ellis and Polliner
[2007] has recently adopted a beat-synchronous 12 bin chromagram in a
cover song detection algorithm.
6.2.2

Measuring Spectral Change

One possible means to determine the similarity between two spectral
frames is to use Euclidean distance. This was employed for short term
(11ms) spectral frames in the derivation of the complex spectral difference
onset detection function in Section 2.3. A large distance in the Euclidean
space between two spectral frames s1 and s2 can be the result of one (or
both) of the following conditions: i) the energy in s2 is far greater than in
s1 , i.e.

P

s2 >>

P

s1 ; or ii) s1 and s2 have different spectral profiles. For

onset detection, changes in energy may be just as significant as changes
in spectral content. In downbeat detection however, loud events are not
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considered to be reliable cues for finding bar boundaries; of greater importance are repeating rhythmic patterns [Dixon et al., 2004] and harmonic
change [Goto, 2001].
As an alternative to Euclidean distance we turn our attention towards
the class of (energy-blind) information theoretic divergence measures, used
for the comparison of probability distributions [Lin, 1991]. Perhaps the
most well-known of these methods is the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KL) [Kullback and Leibler, 1951]. For clarity of notation, we define
S̃b (k)
x b = PK
k=1 S̃b (k)

(6.10)

such that the energy in each spectral frame sums to unity. The K-L
divergence between the two beat spectral frames is
D(xb , xb+1 ) =

K
X

xb loge

k=1

xb
.
xb+1

In general the K-L divergence is not symmetric, i.e.

(6.11)
D(xb , xb+1 ) 6=

D(xb+1 , xb ). In practice, the divergence is large when elements in xb are
large and the corresponding elements in xb+1 are small. Hainsworth and
McLeod [2003] exploit this property to detect harmonic onsets in audio
signals. They calculate a modified K-L divergence D̃ which emphasises
positive change in spectral magnitude (i.e. onsets rather then offsets).
Using our notation, they measure
D̃(xb , xb−1 ) =

K
X

k=1

log2

xb
.
xb−1

(6.12)

For our approach, we would like a divergence measure to reflect both
positive and negative changes in spectral magnitude. To this aim we
adopt a symmetrised version of the K-L divergence known as the JensenShannon Divergence (J-S) [Lin, 1991]. To measure the divergence between
spectral frames xb and xb+1 , we find the divergence between xb and the
element-wise mean of xb and xb+1 and similarly for xb+1

J(xb , xb+1 ) =

K
X

k=1

xb loge

2xb+1
2xb
+ xb+1 loge
.
xb + xb+1
xb + xb+1

(6.13)
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From a probabilistic standpoint, the lower the Jensen-Shannon divergence,
the greater the likelihood that the two spectral distributions xb and xb+1
are derived from the same underlying distribution [Abdallah et al., 2006].
In the musical context we take a low J-S divergence to indicate the continuation of a note or chord. For ease of notation we will now refer to the
J-S divergence describing the transition from beat b to b + 1 as J(b).
6.2.3

Detecting Downbeats

Given the number of beats per bar T provided by the beat tracker, we
calculate a signal η(ϕ) as the measure of spectral change at each downbeat
candidate ϕ = 1, . . . , T
η(ϕ) =

B
X

J(T (b − 1) + ϕ)

(6.14)

b=1

where B is the number of complete bar length segments. We then extract
the downbeat candidate leading to most spectral change ϕd as the index
of the maximum value in η(ϕ)
ϕd = arg max
η(ϕ).
ϕ

(6.15)

Assuming that there are no erroneous beat insertions or omissions and
that there are a constant number of beats per bar, we may then extract
the downbeats γd from the beat indices γb ,
γd = γb

d = (b − 1)T + ϕd .

(6.16)

To enable the causal operation of the algorithm where predictions of
future downbeats can be made, we must modify our approach. In the
non-causal case, all beats are known a priori. This means the downbeats
are assigned from analysis of the complete spectral difference sequence
J(b). For causal analysis, where beats arrive over passage the of time, we
♦
is a likely
try to determine whether the next beat to be predicted γb+1

downbeat. To this aim, we update the J-S divergence at each new beat
γb♦ to reflect the spectral change between J(xb−2 , xb−1 ), i.e. beat frames
♦
ending at γb−1
and γb♦ respectively. We generate a causal sequence of
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spectral change at each downbeat candidate η ♦ (ϕ) using equation 6.14
where B now represents the total number of beats observed.
♦
To determine whether the next predicted beat γb+1
is the most likely

downbeat candidate, we look for the index of the maximum value to indicate that the most recent downbeat occurred T − 1 beats into the past,
♦
♦
γd+1
= γb+1

ϕ♦ =2

(6.17)

where
ϕ♦ = arg max
η(ϕ).
ϕ

(6.18)

Figure 6.2 illustrates each of the four beat-synchronous spectral representations with corresponding spectral change functions. The underlying
principle behind the spectral change functions is the same as that of the
onset detection function. The peaks of the onset detection function represent likely onset locations, similarly the peaks of the beat-synchronous
spectral difference function to indicate likely bar boundaries.
6.2.4

Time-signature Extraction

A limitation of our current approach is the reliance on an estimate of the
time-signature from the beat tracker. At present, this is the outcome of
a classification between duple and triple time (T = 3 or T = 4). We
could attempt to recover T directly from J. However, as can be seen in
Figure 6.2 the signals are quite noisy. A promising approach which we are
currently developing is to look for recurring spectral components in the
beat-synchronous spectral representation. By finding the autocorrelation
for each spectral band independently we can extract a (beat-synchronous)
summary autocorrelation function to determine a reasonable estimate for
the number of beats per bar. Figure 6.3 illustrates one such example, a
rock song with a 7/4 time signature. By inspection, the strength of the
periodicity at 7 beats is far clearer in the beat synchronous autocorrelation
function in Figure 6.3(d) than the autocorrelation function derived from
the onset detection function in Figure 6.3(e). The formal extraction of the
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Figure 6.2: Beat-synchronous spectral representations and corresponding
Jensen-Shannon Divergence functions: (a) and (c) Modified spectrogram; (b)
and (d) constant-Q spectrogram; (e) and (g) 36 bin chromagram; (f) and (h)
12 bin chromagram. Downbeats are shown as dotted vertical lines.

bar level periodicity and the evaluation of this approach is left as a topic
for further work.

6.3

Predominant Rhythmic Pattern

The motivation behind our approach to automatic accompaniment is to
generate a percussive track that is entirely determined by analysis of the
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of time-signature estimation using an onset detection function compared with the band-wise beat-synchronous autocorrelation
function: (a) Onset detection function; (b) Beat-synchronous spectral frames;
(c) Beat-synchronous autocorrelation functions; (d) Summary Autocorrelation
function and (e) Autocorrelation function of the onset detection function in (a).

rhythmic and metrical properties of a given input signal. The information
extracted thus far, the beat times γb and downbeats γd , qualify as metrical information. However, we must still explore the rhythmic aspect of
accompaniment. To this end, we define the rhythmic accompaniment in
terms of a predominant rhythmic pattern which we extract from the onset
detection function of the input audio signal. The pattern represents onset
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locations occurring with high probability consistently across the bars of
the input.
Dixon et al’s method for rhythmic genre classification [Dixon et al.,
2004], upon which we base our approach, can be broken down into seven
steps:
(i) Extract the amplitude envelope of the input audio signal at a bar
length-dependent time resolution.
(ii) Use a beat tracker [Dixon, 2001a] to find the beginning and end of
the first bar, manually correcting where necessary.
(iii) Find subsequent bar boundaries using a correlation-based search
technique across the amplitude envelope.
(iv) Cluster the bar length patterns using k-means.
(v) Extract the predominant rhythmic pattern as the temporal average
of the largest cluster.
(vi) (Optional) Incorporate additional statistics about the rhythmic pattern (for a complete list see [Dixon et al., 2004]).
(vii) Assign a rhythmic genre label to the pattern using the Adaboost
classifier [Freund and Schapire, 1997] within a cross-fold validation
framework.
Since our application is musical accompaniment and not genre classification, we only require steps (i)–(v). As no grouping between multiple
files is necessary we have no need for a genre label; the rhythmic pattern
we extract is only meaningful in the context of the input signal in question. In addition to discarding steps (vi) and (vii), we must also modify
steps (i)–(v) to fit within our analysis framework.
Rather than generate the amplitude envelope representation from step
(i), we re-use the complex spectral difference onset detection function Γ(m)
derived in Section 2.3. We replace steps (ii) and (iii) with our fully automatic downbeat extraction method described in Section 6.2.3 to provide
downbeat locations γd . We then extract each bar length pattern Γd (m) as
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(6.19)

Steps (i) and (iii) make two implicit assumptions about the properties of
the input signal. The first is that the true bar length of the input can
be known a priori, and the second is that the tempo is constant, allowing
all extracted bars to have identical length. Within our model, neither of
these two assumptions hold. Without human interaction to correct the bar
positions, we must rely on output of our downbeat extraction algorithm to
provide reliable bar boundaries. We evaluate the success of the downbeat
extraction in the following section. To resolve the problem of variable bar
length, we resample each bar Γd (m) to have fixed length L = 144 DF
samples to allow for integer sub-divisions at multiples of 2 and 3.
To obtain the predominant rhythmic pattern Γp (m) we apply the kmeans clustering in step (iv), where informal tests revealed k=3 as an
appropriate number of clusters, and the apply the temporal averaging in
step (v) without modification. Figure 6.4(a) shows all of the extracted
detection function bars Γd (m) for the given input signal: a reggae song.
The bars within the largest cluster are then shown in Figure 6.4(b). The
resulting pattern Γp (m) (in Figure 6.4(c)) is a continuous signal which
illustrates the onset locations which occurred most consistently within
each bar.
We define a rhythmic accompaniment bar length template in terms of
two parameters: the temporal locations of the peaks pi of Γp (m) (extracted
using the peak picking algorithm in [Bello et al., 2005]) and the amplitudes
of the peaks Γp (pi ). This bar length template can then be time-scaled to
match the variable length of each bar, starting at downbeat γd
γp = γd + Γp (pi )(

γd+1 − γd
) .
L

(6.20)

Non-causal Percussive Accompaniment

Given the complete sequence beat times γb , downbeats γd and now the
rhythmic pattern onset locations γp extracted from non-causal analysis
we may now synthesise the deterministic percussive accompaniment. We
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Figure 6.4: Overview of the stages in the extraction of a predominant rhythmic pattern. (a) Detection function bars normalised to have fixed length. (b)
The largest cluster of bars. (c) The predominant rhythmic pattern with onset
locations. (d) Bar-length percussive accompaniment template.

adopt a simple strategy, arbitrarily assigning a different percussive sound
to each sequence. For the downbeats, we use a kick drum sound; for the
beat times, we use a snare drum; and for rhythmic pattern we use a closed
hi-hat sound, and scale the energy of each γp using Γp (pi ). An example of
one bar of the percussive accompaniment is shown in Figure 6.4(d).
Causal Operation

To enable the causal operation of the algorithm, where the percussive
accompaniment is predicted solely from past data, we must modify our
approach to accommodate the accumulation of downbeats and predominant rhythmic patterns, as time progresses. At the onset of each new bar,
we perform the k-means clustering (steps (iv) and (v) in from Dixon et al
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[2004]) to derive a new causal estimate of the predominant pattern Γ♦p (m).
The future rhythmic pattern events γp♦ are extracted by peak-picking and
♦
scaled to match the length of the bar having just occurred, γd−1
to γd♦

γp♦ = γd♦ + Γ♦p (pi )(

♦
γd♦ − γd−1
) .
L

(6.21)

Evaluating the Accompaniment

The evaluation of the accompaniment aspect our system is problematic.
Perhaps the biggest issue is that, although our causal approach is entirely
predictive, it is not currently implemented to run in real-time. This prevents any feasible study of the interactive qualities of the accompaniment.
Once we have developed a real-time version, we will be able to obtain
information about the interactive nature of our system by interviewing
human collaborative performers, as in [Collins, 2006b]. Informal listening
tests of the percussive accompaniment with musical recordings revealed
an expected trend of poor initial performance due to the lack of reliably
observed bars in the detection function. This was then heard to steadily
converge towards the extracted pattern Γp (pi ) from non-causal analysis.
The full-scale evaluation of the rhythmic pattern extraction stage from
which we derive the accompaniment is left as a topic for future work.
One means to evaluate the patterns would be to compare performance
against Dixon et al’s semi-automatic rhythmic genre classification algorithm [Dixon et al., 2004]. The level of analysis that is most suitable for
evaluation is the downbeat extraction algorithm, which we undertake in
the following section.

6.4

Downbeat Tracking Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the downbeat extraction algorithm we
adopt a similar process for evaluating the beat tracker in Section 5.1.
We compare the performance of our algorithm to that of a reference
system, using the continuity and entropy-based evaluation metrics over
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Hainsworth’s annotated test database [Hainsworth, 2004b]. The downbeat evaluation process differs from the beat tracking evaluation in three
ways:
(i) We evaluate performance over a subset of 181 excerpts of the 222 file
beat tracking database. We remove two classes of excerpt: those for
which the downbeats were perceptually ambiguous and could not be
resolved due to a lack of access to, or the existence of, a musical score;
and those which contained changes in time-signature – behaviour
which is beyond the current scope of our downbeat model.
(ii) Due to the lack of published downbeat extraction methods, we compare performance against one other system only, that of Klapuri et
al [2006].
(iii) To reflect a smaller variation in the localisation of bar boundaries
to beat locations, we follow Klapuri et al [2006] who reduce the size
of the tempo dependent allowance window θ within the continuitybased evaluation metric from θ = ± 17.5% to θ = ± 10%. For a
derivation of the continuity-based method see Section 4.1.2.
The performance of the downbeat extraction is measured in two ways.
First we evaluate an upper limit on performance by extracting downbeats
given the ground truth beat locations and the annotated number of beats
per bar. This can be considered equivalent to Allan’s approach [Allan,
2004] where a priori beat times are required to extract the downbeats.
Second we examine the fully automatic performance using our beat tracker
(see Chapter 3) to provide both the beats and the number of beats per
bar.
6.4.1

Semi-automatic Downbeat Tracking Accuracy

The results in Table 6.1 compare the performance of each of the beatsynchronous spectral representations (shown in Figure 6.2): the modified
spectrogram; the constant-Q spectrogram; the 36 bin chromagram; and
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Beat

CMLc

AMLt

Tracker

(%)

(%)

Modified Spectrogram

76.8

88.8

Constant-Q Spectrogram

74.6

86.3

36 bin Chromagram

72.4

91.4

12 bin Chromagram

70.2

89.2

Table 6.1: Comparison of non-causal downbeat tracking performance using
continuity-based evaluation metric for different spectral front-ends. The downbeats are derived using hand annotated beat positions.

the 12 bin chromagram. We measure downbeat accuracy using the continuity based evaluation metric, reporting performance at the correct metrical level with continuity required (CMLc ) and at allowed metrical levels
with the continuity requirement relaxed (AMLt ). The use of the beat annotations to derive the downbeats means the relaxation of the continuity
requirement is irrelevant; the downbeats will either be exactly correct or
completely incorrect. The width of the allowance window, θ, is also of no
consequence. Therefore for each excerpt, the accuracy is either 100% or
0%. If we recall from the beat tracking evaluation, AMLt classifies downbeats as correct if they occur at twice or half bar length or if the bars are
in anti-phase. Provided the test excerpts have a 4/4 time-signature these
can be considered meaningful forms of downbeat synchronisation.
The presented non-causal results in Table 6.1 are encouraging. Upwards of 70% accuracy at CMLc and 86% for AMLt across each of the
spectral representations, confirms that we have an empirically valid approach to finding downbeats. The spectral representations are not statistically independent, however the slightly higher performance for the
modified spectrogram suggests that the inclusion of spectral information
below fmin (110Hz) is useful, although not as important as the harmonic
information common to all of the spectral representations. Since the modified beat-synchronous spectrogram is the most accurate and least computationally complex we select it as the spectral feature within our fully
automatic method.
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Bar
Causal

Non-Causal

CMLc

AMLt

gh

µh

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

DP-A

63.6

73.0

94.0

95.8

DP-B

33.0

47.1

46.8

84.3

KEA

33.7

52.8

53.6

87.5

DP-A

76.8

88.8

95.3

96.9

DP-B

48.9

62.3

62.1

88.7

KEA

41.2

65.7

61.4

90.3

Table 6.2: Comparison of downbeat tracking performance using continuitybased evaluation metric and entropy-based evaluation. Causal analysis (C)
– DP-A using beat annotations, DP-B using beat tracking front-end and
KEA[Klapuri et al., 2006]; Non-causal analysis (NC) – DP-A using beat annotations, DP-B using beat tracking front-end and KEA [Klapuri et al., 2006].

6.4.2

Fully Automatic Downbeat Tracking Accuracy

We compare the performance of our causal and non-causal downbeat extraction algorithm against the method of Klapuri et al [2006], which we
refer to as KEA. Results are presented in Table 6.2 for accuracy calculated
using the continuity-based metrics (CMLc and AMLt ) and our entropybased approach from Section 4.2 (both the global accuracy gh and the
mean of the individual accuracies µh ). For our approach, we present two
sets of results: DP-A, which refers to the performance using beat annotations, and DP-B the fully automatic version using the output of the beat
tracker.
Table 6.2 offers four levels of comparison: causal vs non-causal analysis; semi-automatic vs fully automatic accuracy (DP-A vs DP-B); our
approach vs the KEA method; continuity-based evaluation vs our entropybased approach. Let us take each in turn:
Causal vs Non-causal Analysis

Under all conditions and all downbeat extraction methods, the accuracy
for causal analysis is lower than for non-causal. This is an expected result which is consistent with the difference in performance between the
causal and non-causal beat tracker in Table 5.2. Of particular note is
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the difference for DP-A – downbeats derived from annotations under the
continuity-based condition.
The results in Table 6.1 for the non-causal method are either 100% or
0% due a single attempt to find the downbeats given all beats annotations
a priori. Because these input beat times are identical for both causal
and non-causal analysis, the final predicted downbeats from the causal
analysis must agree with those given by the non-causal approach. The
lower overall causal accuracy in Table 6.2 indicates that this consensus
is not immediate. Therefore the causal accuracy values are continuous
across the 0 – 100% range.
Comparing the CMLc accuracy values of the causal analysis to noncausal analysis can provide some informal information about the convergence time, i.e. the number of beats required to make a consistent decision
over the downbeat. If we assume that the causal CMLc value for DP-A
was precisely 63.6% under all test cases, (i.e. the variance of CMLc was
zero) then we can estimate the percentage of beats required to make a
consistent decision. Taking numerical values from Table 6.2
63.6
) × 100% ≈ 17%.
(6.22)
76.8
If we consider a typical excerpt from the test database, e.g. a minute
(1 −

long excerpt with beats every 0.5 seconds (120bpm), this would amount
to a convergence time of approximately 10 seconds. More tests would be
required to see if this convergence time is absolute or relative to the length
of the excerpt. Intuitively we should expect it to be absolute, and plan to
test this hypothesis within our future work. In light of this convergence
estimate for reliable downbeat prediction we should also not expect to
extract an accurate rhythmic pattern before this point.
Semi-automatic vs Fully Automatic Downbeat Tracking Accuracy

The downbeats we extract are entirely dependent on the sequence of beat
times. Therefore any errors in beat tracking or time-signature estimation
are carried forward into the downbeats. For the semi-automatic approach,
DP-A, there are no such errors. As the results in Table 5.2 confirm, beat
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tracking errors are inherently present within the fully automatic approach
DP-B. Therefore we should expect significantly lower performance for DPB compared to DP-A. However, for those excerpts where beat tracking was
successful, we should expect a similar proportion of accurate downbeats
to those shown in Table 6.1.
Our Approach vs the KEA Method

For causal analysis our downbeat extraction approach is slightly less accurate than that of KEA. This observed poorer performance in finding
downbeats is consistent with the causal beat tracking performance in Table 5.2. However for non-causal analysis the distinction between DP-B
and KEA is less clear. Using CMLc DP-B scores higher than KEA, but
under AMLt , the relative ordering is reversed. If we consider a 4/4 timesignature excerpt, the perception of metre relates to an alternating pattern
of strong and weak beats [Toiviainen and Snyder, 2003] where ‘1’ and ‘3’
are considered strong and ‘2’ and ‘4’ are weak. The AMLt accuracy value
provides information about the ability of a downbeat algorithm to infer a
metrically strong beat rather than a weak beat. The reversal of fortunes
from CMLc to AMLt suggests that DP-B was more successful in finding
the ‘1’, but that the downbeat errors (for cases where the beat tracking
was accurate) were more evenly spread among ‘2’,‘3’ and ‘4’. However for
KEA the reduced success in finding the ‘1’ was compensated by a consistent ability to find the ‘3’. We explore this further when considering the
entropy based evaluation of the downbeats.
Continuity-based Evaluation vs Entropy-based Evaluation

Up until this point, we have chosen not to describe performance using
our entropy-based approach, as the absolute values of the results are less
intuitive than those derived from continuity-based analysis. The noncausal downbeat error histograms for DP-A, DP-B and KEA are shown
in Figure 6.5. Comparing DP-B in Figure 6.5(b) to KEA in Figure 6.5(c)
we can observe the peak at zero downbeat error is higher for DP-B than
for KEA, but the outer peaks at downbeat errors of -0.5 and 0.5 (which
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indicate finding downbeats at twice or half the annotated rate, or in antiphase) are higher for KEA than for DP-B. This behaviour is consistent
with the higher CMLc score for DP-B and the higher AMLt value for KEA
from Table 6.2.
When looking at the absolute accuracy values (in Table 6.2) for all
approaches using the entropy based evaluation, we see extremely high
accuracy under µh . This indicates that when evaluating performance on
an individual excerpt, where the offset of the main peak is irrelevant, the
downbeat times are very well localised. Comparing against µh for the
beat trackers (in Table 5.5) we find that downbeat extraction accuracy
is significantly higher. This discrepancy concerns the resolution of each
bin in the respective error histograms and the nature of partially accurate
tracking. For beat tracking, the histogram bins cover a time-scale in the
order of 0.5 seconds, where as for the downbeats, this is approximately 4
times larger, around 2 seconds.
The error in localisation of beats to annotations led to a wide central
peak in the histogram (see Figure 5.2). For the downbeat case the bins are
proportionally much wider, but the localisation error is still at the beat
time-scale. This results in a much tighter histogram. Given a sequence
of beats that are well localised under the downbeat error bin resolution
and the number of beats per bar is correct, then a high score for µh will
result, regardless of the downbeat phase. The µh accuracy is blind to any
difference in tapping on the ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, or ‘4’ which CMLc and AMLt
are not. The effect is even more pronounced for DP-A (in Figure 6.5(a)),
where all of the beat times are correct. Here both gh and µh are close to
the theoretical limit defined by the number of histogram bins (see equation
4.25).
In spite of this behaviour, the entropy-based evaluation can provide
useful insight into downbeat accuracy for the fully automatic methods,
DP-B and KEA. High µh values which, despite being phase blind, do indicate that in the vast majority of cases, something musically meaningful,
i.e. related to the downbeat annotations, was extracted automatically.
While tapping on the ‘2’ might be less desirable than tapping on the ‘1’ it
is still better than a random sequence of downbeats. Within the context
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Figure 6.5: Non-causal downbeat error histograms used within the entropybased evaluation. (a) DP-A, downbeats extracted using beat annotations. (b)
DP-B downbeats extracted using our beat tracker. (c) KEA downbeats from
the Klapuri et al [2006] system.

of our accompaniment system, provided the number of beats per bar is
correct, the extracted predominant rhythmic pattern will still be accurate,
merely out of phase with the downbeats.
The second accuracy value derived from our entropy based approach,
gh , is calculated from the entropy of the global downbeat error histogram,
as shown in Figure 6.5. Although the accuracy value for DP-A in Table
6.2 is extremely high, this is a direct consequence of prior knowledge of the
correct beat times and the number of beats per bar. Comparing gh for the
non-causal DP-B and KEA, we can observe an interesting correspondence
between the CMLc and AMLt values. Although the values for gh and
AMLt are very close on the absolute scale, it is the relative ordering which
is more meaningful. Here gh reflects the balance between explicit accuracy
(i.e. a higher peak at zero downbeat error for DP-B) and consistency in
downbeat assignment (the large outer peaks for KEA).

6.5

Beat Tracking with Prior Knowledge

Through analysis of our downbeat extraction model, we have demonstrated that the overall accuracy largely depends on the success of the
beat tracking stage. The difference in performance when accurate beat
times are known a priori compared to when they are taken from the beat
tracker is significant (see Table 6.2). Therefore one simple way to improve
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performance at all levels of analysis would be to make more accurate beat
predictions. This is not a trivial undertaking, as we have already demonstrated that our beat tracker is equivalent to the state of the art (see Table
5.2). However, we now propose two potential solutions.
The first potential way to improve performance would be to select an
onset detection function as input to the beat tracker that was suited to
the type of onsets present in the input signal. Collins supports this view,
both from a theoretical analysis of beat tracking [Collins, 2006a] and the
use of instrument-specific trained onset detectors for interactive musical
compositions [Collins, 2006b] which were shown to be more successful than
more general methods [Bello et al., 2005].
The second method relates to the initialisation of the beat tracker.
Within the musical performance, setting human-computer collaboration
aside, it is highly normal for musicians to be given a reference tempo and
phase at which to begin playing; this allows immediate synchronisation
between players. Within an orchestral setting this can be provided by
baton movements from a conductor [Lee et al., 2005], or within a musical
group, via the use of a count-in from the drummer, where percussive clicks
indicate the number of beats per bar, a reference tempo and phase.
We now explore the effect of these two aspects of prior knowledge
within our beat tracker. No changes are made to the underlying beat
tracking algorithm, the only modifications are applied to the input representation.
6.5.1

Beat Tracking with Multiple Detection Functions

In Section 2.3 we presented five onset detection functions: an energy based
approach; high frequency content; magnitude spectral difference; phase
deviation; and complex spectral difference, which we use in our baseline
beat tracker (DP). The performance of each individual onset detection
function as the front end to our beat tracker is shown in Table 6.3 under
the continuity-based evaluation method.
The complex spectral difference detection function is the most accurate
under each of the four continuity-based conditions, hence its incorporation
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Beat

CMLc

CMLt

AMLc

AMLt

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Complex

55.6

62.4

68.0

78.1

Specdiff

53.8

60.0

66.7

76.2

PhaseDev

43.3

49.8

63.4

75.8

HFC

42.6

49.6

62.8

75.1

Energy

41.3

48.4

54.6

65.0

Table 6.3: Comparison of non-causal beat tracking performance using different
onset detection function inputs: Complex - Complex Spectral Difference, Specdiff - Spectral Difference, PhaseDev - Phase Deviation, HFC - High Frequency
Content and Energy.

within our beat tracker. Results across each of the five onset detection
functions revealed some cases where DF selection was not important: either because the beats were accurately extracted using all five DFs, or because none of the detection functions provided reliable information about
the beat locations. However for the remaining excerpts, we could exploit
the differences in performance for different detection functions to find a
path of maximum beat tracking accuracy, selecting the detection function
with the highest CMLc score for each excerpt. While this is not an automatic solution, it does represent an upper limit that we could expect from
an adaptive beat tracking system able to make these judgements without
human intervention. Even with human interaction, a well suited detection
function for a given piece could be determined through rehearsal.
The causal and non-causal performance of our beat tracker given prior
knowledge of the Best Detection Function, (DP-BDF), is summarised in
Table 6.4. Beat tracking accuracy for DP-BDF improves for CMLc and
gh , however it remains constant for AMLt and µh . A priori knowledge of
the detection function replaces those cases which, for the complex spectral
difference detection function, were accurate at AMLt but not CMLc with
those accurate under both.
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Beat Tracking with a Count-in Initialisation

The second feature used to impart prior knowledge of the input makes
explicit use of the beat annotations for a given file. To replicate the
count-in, we boost the detection function input at the temporal locations
of the first T beats at . This gives an initialised detection function ΓI (m)



Ω



ΓI (m) = 

m = at
(6.23)



 Γ(m) otherwise

where Ω is a scalar significantly greater than max(Γ(m)). Modifying the
detection function in this way provides a reference tempo, phase and number of beats per bar. Initialisation of this type is not uncommon within
beat tracking systems, e.g. [Sethares et al., 2005; Dixon, 2001b]. We refer
to the beats generated using the initialised complex spectral difference detection function as DP-I, and the resulting beats when selecting the best
a priori detection function as DP-I-BDF. Results are shown in Table 6.4.
The results incorporating an initialisation reveal a similar picture to
DP-BDF. The accuracy for AMLt and µh do not alter significantly, but
CMLc and gh drastically increase, converging towards the less strict accuracy values. Not only do the causal and non-causal results for DP-I-BDF
far exceed the current state of the art, represented by our baseline system
DP, the non-causal approach exceeds the Human performance under all
accuracy measures. Once again, beats tapped at related metrical levels
or on the off-beat are replaced by those which agree with the annotations
in terms of tempo and phase. Very few new accurate cases are emerging;
rather the partially accurate tapping of DP is transformed into annotationconsistent accurate tapping. The most compelling evidence for this comes
with reference to the beat error histograms for DP and DP-I-BDF in Figure 6.6. The outer peaks from DP have been mapped back onto the origin
at zero beat error. The central peak for DP-I-BDF is not tighter than
that of DP, but is higher due to the contribution of the transformed outer
peaks. Both have a tighter peak than the beat error histogram for Human
tapping.
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Beat
Causal

Non-Causal

CMLc

AMLt

gh

µh

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

DP

49.0

76.1

37.9

65.8

DP-BDF

62.3

76.0

47.0

66.1

DP-I

52.9

75.5

39.1

65.7

DP-I-BDF

66.7

78.9

48.6

67.1

Human

52.8

87.7

54.6

69.8

DP

55.6

78.6

43.6

68.6

DP-BDF

64.6

78.7

48.8

68.3

DP-I

66.6

81.0

50.5

70.0

DP-I-BDF

72.9

82.8

55.2

70.1

Table 6.4: Comparison of human tapping performance and beat tracking with
addition of prior knowledge. Beat accuracy is calculated using the continuitybased evaluation metric and entropy-based method. Causal analysis (C) – DP:
no prior knowledge; DP-BDF: Beat tracker using optimal detection function
as input; DP-I: Beat tracker initialised with correct tempo and phase using
Complex Spectral Difference onset detection function; DP-I-BDF: Beat tracker
initialised with tempo and phase using optimal detection function; and Human
Tapping Performance. Non-causal analysis (NC) – As Causal analysis.

The principal distinction between the Human tapper histogram and
that of DP-I-BDF is the noise floor which represents the proportion of
wholly inaccurate beat tracking cases. Even with the additional information available to DP-I-BDF, it still fails to track something related to the
annotations in more cases than the Human. This may be the result of
a failure to contend with expressive timing where the beat times deviate
significantly from the initialisation parameters, or alternatively that the
beat locations are not present as peaks within any of the onset detection
functions. These represent two important situations where Human foot
tapping is more successful than our beat tracker. Each of these issues will
need to be addressed within future work towards our aim of an accompaniment system able to interact with human musicians.
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Figure 6.6: Non-causal beat error histograms used within the entropy-based
evaluation. (a) DP, our baseline beat tracking without access to prior knowledge. (b) The Human tapping performance. (c) DP-I-BDF, our beat tracker
initialised with tempo and phase and using optimal detection function.

6.6

Summary

In this chapter we extended our rhythmic and metrical analysis to incorporate the detection of downbeats and a predominant rhythmic pattern.
The synthesis of the beats, downbeats and rhythmic pattern were then
demonstrated as a form of deterministic percussive accompaniment. In
evaluating our downbeat model, we observed the reliance on the success
of the beat tracking stage. To improve the performance of our beat tracker,
within a potential interactive framework, we applied prior knowledge of
the input signal in terms of an appropriate detection function input and
a beat annotation specific initialisation. Results for the beat tracker with
prior knowledge are shown to substantially improve on the current state
of the art, and present an upper limit upon for the performance of a future
adaptive version of our beat tracking system.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis we have addressed the automatic extraction of metrical and
rhythmic information from audio signals. We have presented causal and
non-causal methods for the extraction of beat times, bar boundaries and
a predominant rhythmic pattern. These levels of analysis are combined
to form a deterministic automatic percussive accompaniment where each
level is synthesised using an arbitrary percussive sound. We use a kick
drum sound to represent the bar boundaries, a snare drum for beat locations and a closed hi-hat sound for the rhythmic pattern.

7.1

Thesis Contributions

We now summarise the main outcomes of the research within this thesis.
Beat Tracker

At the most basic level, our method for extracting beat times from an onset
detection function assigns beat locations to detection function peaks which
are related by a beat-like periodicity (e.g. 300 - 700ms apart). On top
of this lower level analysis sits a novel higher level process which searches
for significant changes in periodicity (tempo changes) or constrains the
range of observable periodicities during regions with constant tempo. By
processing input signals in this manner, our beat tracker can react to step
tempo changes that occur, and unlike many beat tracking systems [Ellis,
2006; Dixon, 2006a; Hainsworth, 2004b], it does not require access to the
entire input signal to infer reliable estimates of the beat locations. For
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causal processing no future data is used, and for non-causal processing
only a short 6 second future window is necessary.
We compared the performance of our beat tracking system against four
existing beat tracking algorithms [Klapuri et al., 2006; Ellis, 2006; Dixon,
2006a; Hainsworth, 2004b] and a human tapping performance over an
annotated test database. Results from our experiments demonstrated our
approach to be equivalent to the current state of the art. In an independent
study of beat tracking performance and tempo induction [McKinney et al.,
2007] our approach has been shown to be statistically equivalent to the
current state of the art.
Downbeat Detector

Given the sequence of beat times, our method for finding downbeats (bar
boundaries) is to form beat-synchronous spectral frames. We then measure the spectral dissimilarity between consecutive frames, selecting the
downbeats as those beats leading to most consistent spectral change. For
non-causal analysis we provide the complete sequence of beat times, using only the past beat locations for causal downbeat prediction. We have
evaluated our causal and non-causal methods in comparison with a reference downbeat extraction system [Klapuri et al., 2006]. Results indicated
our non-causal method to be more accurate, but the causal approach to
perform slightly worse than the reference system.
Percussive Accompaniment System

Once the beat times and bar boundaries are known, we follow the approach
of Dixon et al [2004] who cluster bar length normalised onset detection
function frames to find a predominant rhythmic pattern. Within noncausal analysis we extract a single pattern to characterise all the bars of
the excerpt under analysis. When the analysis is performed causally, a new
predominant pattern is calculated at the onset of each new bar, and used
to predict the locations of rhythmic pattern events in the following bar of
the input signal. The combination of each layer of rhythmic analysis, the
beat times, downbeats and the predominant rhythmic pattern are used
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to form an automatic percussive accompaniment, which can “play along”
with a musical input.
Evaluation of Rhythmic Analysis

In addition to the extraction of rhythmic and metrical information from
audio signals, we also addressed the problem of evaluation, that of how
to determine the success of our analysis. Our focus was primarily on the
evaluation of our beat tracking system. Having identified the principal
limitations of existing evaluation approaches as a reliance on arbitrary
allowance windows and a failure to model more than one metrical level at
a time, we devised a new evaluation method able to contend with these.
We measure beat tracking accuracy in terms of the entropy of a beat error
histogram formed by comparing beat times to ground truth annotations.
Through the evaluation of our beat tracker we demonstrated how the beat
error histogram itself is a useful visualisation of beat tracking performance.
We showed that the shape of the histogram can provide information about
beat tracking consistency over multiple test excerpts and indicate accuracy
scores from other evaluation methods.

7.2

Future Work

The methods for rhythmic analysis within this thesis can in no way be
considered perfect solutions to the problems addressed. There are many
potential areas for improvement at all levels of the analysis and in the
evaluation process as well. We now summarise several extensions to our
work.
One potential area for future work would be to re-implement our causal
accompaniment system to enable it to operate in real-time. This would
transform what is currently an exercise in music analysis into an accompaniment tool available for use by musicians. In part, this work is already
underway. Stark et al [2007a; 2007b] have implemented a real-time version of our beat tracker within a set of beat-synchronous digital audio
effects including a tremolo, auto-wah and delay. Initial results indicate
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these audio effects are blind to the common beat tracking errors of tapping the off-beat or at a related metrical level. Work on the evaluation of
the interactive nature of these effects is ongoing.
Informal listening tests of our accompaniment system suggest that,
when each of the layers of analysis is successful, a convincing percussive
accompaniment can be generated, especially when the analysis is performed non-causally. We have observed a significant time lag of around
10 seconds for the causal implementation to make judgements consistent
with the non-causal version. From the perspective of a real performance,
a delay of this magnitude would not be ideal. Due to the dependence
between each of the analysis layers, we must also accept that if the beat
tracking stage fails, then all further aspects will be inaccurate.
To rectify these potential problems we explored the incorporation of
prior knowledge into the beat tracking stage. This took the form of an
appropriately selected onset detection function matched to the properties
of the input signal and the use of a count-in initialisation to the beat
tracker. Both of these steps could be considered perfectly valid within an
accompaniment system; that an accurate semi-automatic accompaniment
would be more desirable an inaccurate fully automatic system. Nevertheless, the underlying limitations of the analysis present many opportunities
for improvement within future work.
Beat Tracking

Of the two methods for incorporating prior knowledge into the beat
tracker: the count-in initialisation and the use of multiple onset detection
function inputs, only the latter could be a considered for inclusion within
a fully automatic beat tracking system. The explicit provision of initial
beat times overrides the requirement for the beat tracker to extract this
information automatically. The use of multiple onset detection functions
is more amenable to implementation. Indeed, Collins [2006a] argues that
this is necessary step towards advancing beat tracking systems, as neither
a universal input representation nor a generic beat tracking system are
sufficient to model the complexity of the Human foot tapping task.
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Towards this aim we plan to develop an adaptive beat tracking system able to draw information about beat locations from multiple onset
detection functions simultaneously.
The areas for improving beat tracking systems are not limited to those
which modify the input representation from which the beats are extracted.
We should also consider ways to improve the underlying beat tracking
model.
With reference to the beat error histograms in Figure 5.2, we showed
the behaviour of the computational beat trackers to be different from the
Human tapping performance. The Human beat error histogram was characterised by a wide central peak (similar to a Gaussian probably density
function) with minimal outer peaks. The best performing beat trackers
had a higher, tighter central peak, but more significant outer peaks, from
tapping on the off-beat or at related metrical levels, and a noise floor
showing cases where beat tracking failed completely. From these different
shaped histograms we can conclude that the beat trackers switched between being very accurate and failing completely, where as the Human,
although less precise in beat placement, did so consistently across the majority of test excerpts. Indeed the inaccuracies of the Human are likely not
at the perceptual level; rather they are manifested in the production of the
beat taps themselves: a lack of skill in tapping, rather than in perceiving
the beat. It would be interesting to test this hypothesis by evaluating the
tapping performance of a professional drummer over the same annotated
database.
When looking to contend with the lack of consistency among the computational beat trackers, we can consider what other “tools” human foot
tappers might have it their disposal beyond searching for periodic events
within a musical signal. We should not discount the importance of familiarity with the song in question and musical training [Dannenberg, 2005],
but in terms of more tangible features, we could include the recognition of:
melody [Poliner et al., 2007]; instruments [Chétry et al., 2005]; vocals [Sutton et al., 2006]; timbral changes [Collins, 2006b]; and segment boundaries
[Levy et al., 2006]. While this is not an exhaustive list, it provides many
opportunities for the inclusion of additional musical information within
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more holistic beat tracking systems [Dannenberg, 2005].
Beat Tracking Evaluation

Within the topic of beat tracking evaluation we intend to further investigate the properties of our entropy-based approach and the existing
methods reviewed in Chapter 4. To determine the validity of each of
the evaluation approaches we intend to compare the level of agreement
between the subjective judgements of human listeners and beat tracking accuracy scores provided by the objective methods. By finding the
evaluation method that is most closely correlated with human judgement
we will be able propose an evaluation method for consistent use within
beat tracking research and to promote further comparative beat tracking
studies e.g. as part of MIREX [McKinney, 2006a].
Downbeat Extraction

With reference to the downbeat extraction results in Table 6.2 we can say
that improvements to the beat tracking stage of analysis will lead to more
accurate downbeat extraction. However, our current downbeat extraction
method was not shown to be 100% accurate even when provided with
ground truth beat times. When looking to expand upon our downbeat
model however, we must also consider a more flexible approach. Particular
limitations of the current system are the inability to track changes in the
number of beats per bar, and to incorporate music with time-signatures
other than 3/4 and 4/4. In Section 6.2.2 we presented an example of
how we could detect the number of beats per bar directly from the beatsynchronous spectral representation. We intend to implement this technique and evaluate its performance against existing time-signature detection algorithms, e.g. [Uhle et al., 2004; Toiviainen and Eerola, 2006].
Predominant Rhythmic Pattern

The model for extracting a predominant rhythmic pattern was based on
work by Dixon et al [2004], where the purpose was not for accompaniment,
but to classify musical genre. By using a test database comprised of short
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excerpts of ballroom dance music, Dixon et al [2004] could justify the use
of a single pattern to characterise each input signal. For our purposes
this is not sufficient. We plan to extend the rhythmic accompaniment
in two ways. First, by tracking changes in rhythmic pattern across the
input signal (perhaps retaining only a short memory of elapsed bars) and
secondly by using the extracted rhythmic pattern(s) to drive a generative
rhythmic process. This will lead to greater variation in the rhythmic
patterns within the accompaniment.
Accompaniment Framework

One final system-wide change could be to modify the waterfall-like nature of our approach to rhythmic analysis. Currently we use the extracted
sequence of beats to find then downbeats which, in turn, are used to determine a predominant rhythmic pattern. However, to replicate the parallel
nature of beat and metre perception in humans [London, 2004] we could
consider the joint estimation of each of the layers, where the downbeat
and rhythmic pattern models could provide information to improve the
robustness of the beat predictions.
One such example is the approach of Whiteley et al [2007] who perform joint inference of bar boundaries, tempo and rhythmic pattern within
a Bayesian framework. At present we may only speculate the extent to
which this could improve performance. We must also be aware that any
potential gains may be outweighed by the necessary increase in computational cost, which is of particular relevance within real-time interactive
musical systems.

7.3

Perspectives

The two most important outcomes of this research relate both to the
analysis and evaluation aspects of our work. Our aim throughout has
been to present conceptually simple approaches to extracting rhythmic
information from audio signals. Not just with an eventual real-time system
in mind, but also to explore whether more complicated systems e.g. the
Bayesian approach of Klapuri et al [2006] or the particle filtering method
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of Hainsworth [2004b] were indeed more accurate. The evaluation of our
beat tracker demonstrates that we can maintain, and in some cases exceed,
the performance of these more computationally demanding algorithms.
The second outcome concerns the importance of the evaluation process itself. In particular for beat tracking, we discovered two significant
limitations of existing evaluation methods, the use of arbitrary allowance
windows, and the need for multiple accuracy values. As a result of proposing a new approach, we were able to better understand how the behaviour
of computational beat trackers differed from that of the human tapper,
and how we could potentially improve future beat tracking systems.
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